
EVENTUM MECHANICS OF QUANTUM TRAJECTORIES:
CONTINUAL MEASUREMENTS, QUANTUM PREDICTIONS

AND FEEDBACK CONTROL

VIACHESLAV P BELAVKIN

Abstract. Quantum mechanical systems exhibit an inherently probabilistic
nature upon measurement which excludes in principle the singular direct ob-
servability continual case. Quantum theory of time continuous measurements
and quantum prediction theory, developed by the author on the basis of an
independent-increment model for quantum noise and nondemolition causal-
ity principle in the 80�s, solves this problem allowing continual quantum pre-
dictions and reducing many quantum information problems like problems of
quantum feedback control to the classical stochastic ones. Using explicit in-
direct observation models for di¤usive and counting measurements we derive
quantum �ltering (prediction) equations to describe the stochastic evolution of
the open quantum system under the continuous partial observation. Working
in parallel with classical indeterministic control theory, we show the Markov
Bellman equations for optimal feedback control of the a posteriori stochas-
tic quantum states conditioned upon these two kinds of measurements. The
resulting �ltering and Bellman equation for the di¤usive observation is then
applied to the explicitly solvable quantum linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG)
problem which emphasizes many similarities and di¤erences with the corre-
sponding classical nonlinear �ltering and control problems and demonstrates
microduality between quantum �ltering and classical control.
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1. Introduction

With technological advances now allowing the possibility of continuous moni-
toring and rapid manipulations of systems at the quantum level [1, 2], there is an
increasing awareness of the importance of quantum feedback control in applica-
tions of quantum information such as the dynamical problems of quantum error
corrections and quantum computations. The theory of quantum feedback control
based upon a classical stochastic process formally developed by the author in the
80�s [3, 4, 5] has been recently applied in many contexts including state prepara-
tion [6, 7, 8], puri�cation [9, 10], risk-sensitive control [11, 12] and quantum error
correction [13, 14]. It has also been studied from the practical point of view of
stability theory [15] which contains a useful introduction to quantum probability
and along with [16] gives a comprehensive discussion on the comparison of classical
and quantum control techniques.
The main ingredients of quantum control are essentially the same as in the

classical case. One controls the system by coupling to an external control �eld
which modi�es the system in a desirable manner. The desired objectives of the
control can be encoded into a cost function along with any other stipulations or
restrictions on the controls such that the minimization of this cost indicates opti-
mality of the control process. We restrict ourselves to the more interesting case of
quantum closed-loop or feedback control based on the indirect continuous in time
observations, the quantum stochastic theory of which was initiated by Belavkin
in a series of increasing generality papers [17, 18, 19, 20, 5] as a quantum anal-
ogy to the classical stochastic prediction theory which is based upon the nonlinear
(Stratonovich) �ltering equations. This work was developed then in the beginning
of 90�s [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], and this development laid down the foundations
for Eventum Mechanics, a new quantum stochastic mechanics of continual observa-
tions giving a microscopic theory of continuous reductions [28, 29] and spontaneous
localizations [30, 31] for quantum di¤usions [32, 33], quantum jumps [34, 35], and
other mixed stochastic quantum trajectories [36, 37, 38].
In order to demonstrate the power of this new event enhanced quantum me-

chanics, it was also applied right from the beginning [3, 39, 5] to solve the typical
problems of quantum feedback control in parallel to the work on classical stochas-
tic control with partial observations �rst introduced by Stratonovich [40, 41] and
Mortensen [42]. Thus, the problem of optimal quantum feedback control was sepa-
rated into quantum �ltering which provides optimal estimates of the quantum state
variables (density operators) and then a classical optimal control problem based on
the output of the quantum �lter. The classical noise which is �ltered out by passing
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from the prior to the posterior quantum states comes from the irreducible distur-
bance to the quantum system during the observation (due to the interaction with
measurement apparatus). Unlike in classical case, this is an unavoidable feature
of quantum measurement since the state of an individual quantum system is not
directly observable. However, the lack of urgency for such a theory and the novelty
of the mathematical language at the time left this work relatively undiscovered only
to be rediscovered recently in the physics and engineering community.
The purpose of this paper is to build on the original work of the author and

present an accessible account of the theory of quantum continual measurements,
quantum causality and predictions and optimal quantum feedback control. Firstly
we introduce the necessary concepts and mathematical tools from modern quantum
theory including quantum probability, continuous causal (non-demolition) measure-
ments, quantum stochastic calculus and quantum �ltering. Next the quantum
Bellman equations for optimal feedback control with di¤usive and counting mea-
surement schemes are informally derived. The latter results were �rst stated in
[5] without derivation and a consideration for the di¤usive case was recently given
in [43]. We conclude with an application of these results to the multi-dimensional
quantum Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) problem and a discussion on the com-
parison with the corresponding classical results. However we �rst start from a
model example of LQG quantum �ltering and feedback control problem which is
important since it is one of the few exactly solvable control problems which em-
phasizes the similarities between the corresponding classical and quantum �ltering
and control theories. It allows us to set up notations and clearly demonstrates not
only the similarity but also the di¤erence of classical and quantum feedback control
theories which can be observed in microduality principle, a more elaborated duality
between quantum linear Gaussian �ltering and classical linear optimal control.

1.1. Model example: quantum free particle. The quantum linear �ltering and
optimal quadratic control problem with quantum Gaussian noise was �rst studied
and resolved by the author in a series of quantum measurement and �ltering papers
[17],[44],[28] and based on this quantum feedback control papers [18],[20],[5]. The
simplest example of a single quantum Gaussian oscillator matched with a transmis-
sion line [44] as complex one-dimensional channel was taken as a quantum feedback
model in the starting preprint [18], eventually published in [6]. However a more
similar to the classical case quantum linear models require at least two real dimen-
sions instead of single complex, and we may now use the multidimensional quantum
LQG control solutions derived in the last Section of this paper for application on
higher dimensional systems which do not have such complex representation. The
optimal control of a continuously observed quantum free particle with quadratic
cost is the simplest such example.
Let �x� = (�x1; �x2) be a pair of phase space operators �x1 = �q, �x2 = �p for a

quantum particle in one dimension, given by selfadjoint operators of position �q and
momentum �p satisfying the canonical commutation relation (CCR)

(1.1) [�q; �p] := �q�p� �p�q = i~�1:

Here �1 is the identity operator in a Hilbert space h of the CCR representation
(1.1) and ~ is called Planck constant, which could be for our purpose any positive
constant ~ > 0. Let us denote the row of initial expectations h�xji of �xj in a quantum
Gaussian state by x� = (q; p), and also denote the initial dispersions of �q and �p by �q
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and �p respectively and the initial symmetric covariance Re h�q�pi�qp by �qp = �pq.
The Hamiltonian �p2=2� of free particle is perturbed by a controlling force using
the linear potential �(t; �q) = �u (t) �q with u (t) 2 R as H(u) = �p2=2�+ �u�q where
� > 0 is the mass of the particle. The particle is assumed to be coupled not only to
control which can be realized by a quantum coherent (forward) channel, but also to
a coherent observation (estimation) quantum channel such that its open Heisenberg
dynamics is described by quantum Langevin equations as a case of (5.3):

dQ (t) + �Q (t) dt =
1

�
P (t) dt+ dW t

q ; Q (0) = �q(1.2)

dP (t) + �P (t) dt = dV tp � �u (t) dt; P (0) = �p(1.3)

Here � = 1
2 (�"+ �) and V

t
q = �V te + �V tf , W

t
q = �"W t

e � W t
f are given by two

independent pairs (V�;W�) (where � = e; f stands for error and force) of Wiener
noises V� = ~= (A+� ), W� = 2< (A+� ) due to the interaction with the coupled
estimation and feedback channels. Note that these noises do not commute,

(1.4) W s
pV

r
q � V rq W s

p = (r ^ s) i~�I;
if � 6= 0, which is necessary and su¢ cient condition for preservation of the CCR
(1.1) by the system (1.2), (1.3). It can be easily found by substituting the solution

P (t) = e��t�p+

Z t

0

e(s�t)�
�
dV sp � �u (s) ds

�
of the second equation (1.3) into the �rst (1.2) that

[Q (r) ; Q (s)] =
i~
�
jr � sj e��jr�sj 6= 0.

Therefore the family fQ (t)g is incompatible, cannot be represented as a classical
stochastic process and directly observed. However it can be indirectly observed
by continuous measuring of the coupling operator ��q with an error white noise
in the estimation channel as it was suggested in [5],[25]. To this end we measure
W t
e = 2< (A+e ) as an input process evolved after an interaction with the particle

into an output classical process given by a commutative family [Y te : t > 0] in the
linear estimation channel

(1.5) dY te = �Q (t) dt+ dW t
e ;

in which the input process appears as measurement error noise with commutative
independent increments dW t

e representing the standard Wiener process such that
(dWe)

2
= dt, but noncommuting with the perturbative force V tp since, as it is

explained in the last Section,

(1.6) dW t
edV

t
p =

�~
2i
dt; dW t

edW
t
q = �"dt:

Thus the measurement error noise W t
e satis�es the error-perturbation CCR

(1.7)
�
V rp ;W

s
e

�
= (r ^ s) i~�I;

which is necessary and su¢ cient condition of quantum causality (or quantum non-
demolition condition) in the form

(1.8) [Y re ; Q (s)] = 0 = [Y
r
e ; P (s)] 8r � s

requiring the statistical predictability of quantum hidden in the future trajecto-
ries fX� (s) : s � tg with respect to the classical observed in the past trajectories
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fY re : r � tg for each t. From this we derive the Heisenberg error-perturbation un-
certainty principle in the precise Belavkin inequality form [44],[28]

(1.9)
�
dV tp

�2 � ��~
2

�2
dt;

�
dW t

e

�2
= dt

in terms of the perturbation V tp in (1.3) and standard error W
t
e in (1.5). Thus we

have the case

(1.10) J =

�
0 1
�1 0

�
; � =

�
�
2

i"
~

�
2

i
~

�
of the general quantum linear open system considered in the last Section, where
� is the direct sum �e � �f of two rows �e;�f corresponding to Be = (�; 0),
E = (0; "), B = (�; 0), Ef = (0; ). From this we compute the matrices (5.10) and
(5.24) satisfying the microduality principle, which are turned to be diagonal,

G =

�
�q 0
0 �p

�
; H =

�
�q 0
0 �p

�
;

with eigenvalues �q = 2, �p = (~=2)
2 �
�2 + �2

�
= �q, �p = "2.

1.2. Quantum feedback control example. We can now apply the results ob-
tained in the last Section to demonstrate optimal quantum �ltering and optimal
feedback control and their microduality on this model example. The optimal es-
timates of the position and momentum based on a nondemolition observation of
free quantum particle via the continuous measurement of Yt, originally derived in
[5],[25] in absence of control channel, are then given by the Belavkin Kalman �lter
(5.12) in the form of linear stochastic equation

dq̂t0 + q̂
t
0�dt =

1

�
p̂t0dt+ (��q (t)� ") dŴ t

e(1.11)

dp̂t0 + p̂
t
0�dt = �u (t) dt+ ��qp (t) dŴ

t
e ;(1.12)

where the estimation innovation process Ŵ t
e describes the gain of information due

to measurement of Y te given by

(1.13) dŴ t
e = dY

t
e � �q̂t0dt;

and the error covariances satisfy the Riccati equations

(1.14)

d
dt�q = �q + 2

�
1
��qp + �q�

�
� (��q)2

d
dt�qp = 1

��p � (�� �)�qp � �
2�q�qp

d
dt�p = �p � 2��p � (��p)2;

where we denote � = 1
2 (�"� �), with initial conditions

�q (0) = �q; �qp (0) = �qp; �p (0) = �p:

The Riccati equations for the error covariance in the �ltered free particle dy-
namics have an exact solution [25] with profound implications for the ultimate
quantum limit satisfying the Heisenberg uncertainty relations for the accuracy of
optimal quantum state estimation via the continuous indirect quantum particle
coordinate measurement.
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The dual optimal control problem can be found by identifying the corresponding
dual matrices from the table (5.23) which give the quadratic control parameters

�c(u) = (u� �z)2 + �q�q2 + �p�p2;(1.15)

�s = !q�q
2 + !qp(�p�q + �q�p) + !p�p

2

corresponding to the dual output process given by �z = �p. For the linear Gaussian
system (5.19) gives the optimal control strategy

(1.16) u (t) = �(!pq (t) p̂
t
0 + !p (t) q̂

t
0)

where the coe¢ cients are the solutions to the Riccati equations

(1.17)

� d
dt!q (t) = �q � 2��q � (��q)2

� d
dt!qp (t) = 1

�!q � (�+ �)!qp � �
2!p!qp

� d
dt!p (t) = �p + 2

�
1
�!qp � !p�

�
� (�!p)2

with terminal conditions

!p (T ) = !p; !qp (T ) = !qp; !q (T ) = !q:

Note that in this example, as well as identifying the dual matrices by transposition
and time reversal according to the duality table (5.23), one must also symplecticly
interchange the phase coordinates (�q; �p) $ (�p; �q). This is because the matrix of
coe¢ cients A is non-symmetric and nilpotent, so it is dual to its transpose only
when we interchange the coordinates in the dual picture. Thus the optimal coe¢ -
cients f!p; !qp; !qg (t) in the quadratic cost-to-go correspond to the minimal error
covariances f�q; �qp; �pg (T � t) in the dual picture.
The minimal total cost for the experiment can be obtained from (5.22) by sub-

stitution of these solutions

(1.18)
S = !q(q

2 + �q) + 2!qp(qp+ �qp)

+!p (0) (p
2 + �p) +

R T
0
(~2!p (t) + !2pq (t)�q (t))dt

+
R T
0
(!2p (t)�p (t) + 2!qp (t)!p (t)�pq (t))dt

This demonstrates the linear microduality principle in the following speci�ed form
of the table (5.23)

Filtering �q �� ��1 � " J|K GJ �J
Control �p �� ��1 �  L| JH J


showing the complete symmetry under the time reversal and exchange of (q; p),
in which the coordinate observation is seen as completely dual to the feedback of
momentum.

2. Quantum Dynamics with Trajectories

This section highlights the di¤erences between quantum and classical systems
and introduces the problem of quantum observation and its solution in the frame-
work of open dynamics. In orthodox quantum mechanics which treats only closed
quantum dynamics without observations, there is no such problem. However, it is
meaningless to consider quantum feedback control without solution of this problem.
After the appropriate setting of quantum mechanics with observation is given, the
measurement problem is then restated as a statistical problem of quantum causality
which can be resolved by optimal dynamical estimation on the output of an open
quantum system called quantum �ltering.
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Quantum physics which deals with the unavoidable random nature of the mi-
croworld requires a new, more general, noncommutative theory of stochastic processes
than the classical one based on Kolmogorov�s axioms. The appropriate quantum
probability theory was developed through the 70s and 80s by Accardi, Belavkin,
Gardiner, Holevo, Hudson and Parthasarthy [45, 17, 19, 4, 46, 47, 48] amongst
others.
The essential di¤erence between classical and quantum systems is that classical

states, including the mixed states, are de�ned by probability measures not on prop-
erties but events. This is because the properties of classical systems are described
by measurable subsets � � 
 forming a Boolean �-algebra A on the space of clas-
sical pure states, the points ! 2 
 of a phase space. In principle they all can be
tested simultaneously and identi�ed with the events represented by the indicator
functions 1�(!) of � 2 A on the universal observation space 
. They are building
blocks for classical random variables described by essentially measurable functions
with respect to a probability measure P on A. The algebra of all such complex func-
tions a : 
 ! C with pointwise operations is denoted by A, while Lp (
;P) with
p = 1; 2;1 stands for the subspaces of absolutely integrable, square-integrable and
essentially bounded functions f; g; b 2 A respectively. Note that the Banach space
M = L1 (
;P) is a commutative C*-algebra (see Appendix 1.1) of the algebra A
with involution � : A 3 a 7! a� 2 A de�ned by the complex conjugation a� = a.
Moreover, it is W*-algebra since M has the preadjoint space M? = L

1 (
;P) such
that M?

? = M with respect to the standard pairing

(2.1) hajfi :=
Z



a (!)f (!)P (d!) � (a�; f)

de�ning the expectation on M? as E [f ] = (1; f).
In quantum world, unfortunately, there are incompatible properties correspond-

ing to inconsistent but not orthogonal (i.e. not mutually excluding) questions such
that, if the in�mum P ^Q is zero, it does not mean that P ? Q. These questions
cannot be surely answered simultaneously, i.e. tested with simultaneous events on
any universal measurable space 
, and they cannot be represented in any Boolean
algebra. Since the incompatibility is measured by noncommutativity of orthopro-
jectors P and Q representing these questions as Hermitian idempotents on a Hilbert
space H of quantum vector-states, the algebra B generated by all quantum proper-
ties must be noncommutative. The set P (B) of all orthoprojectors P 2 B, called
property logic of a noncommutative algebra B, clearly extends any eventum logic
of commuting orthoprojectors injectively representing the Boolean logic A by a
�-homomorphism E : A ! P (B) such that

P
E (�j) = I for any measurable

�-partition 
 =
P
�j . Two normal quantum variables are said to be compatible

if their orthoprojectors commute, and therefore can be represented classically by
measurable functions on their joint spectrum space 
, however there is no such 
 if
they do not commute. Since there are many incompatible quantum variables, e.g.
the position and momentum in quantum mechanics, quantum properties cannot be
identi�ed with any commuting set E (A) representing a Boolean logic A.

2.1. Quantum causality and predictions. Almost simultaneously with Kol-
mogorov�s functional formulation of classical probability theory von Neumann [49]
gave another, more general operator formulation, aiming to lay down the foundation
of quantum probability theory. It deals with not only commutative W*-algebras,
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called von Neumann algebras when they are represented as algebras of operators
on a Hilbert space H with involution as Hermitian conjugation � and unit as the
identity operator I on H. In order to understand the relation between these two
formulations it is useful to reformulate Kolmogorov�s axioms in terms of von Neu-
mann (wise versa is impossible in the case of noncommutativity of the operator
algebra). Any random variable a 2 M can be represented by the diagonal opera-
tor â of pointwise multiplication âg = ag in the Hilbert space H = L2(
;P) such
that the abelian (commutative) operator algebra M̂ = fâ : a 2 Mg is maximal in
the algebra B (H) of all bounded operators on H in the sense that M̂ = M̂0. Here

M̂0 =
n
B 2 B(H) :

h
M̂; B

i
= 0

o
with [M̂; B] =

n
AB �BA : A 2 M̂

o
stands for the

bounded commutant of M̂, which obviously coincides on H with the commutant

(2.2) 1̂0A =
�
B :

�
1̂�; B

�
= 0;� 2 A

	
of the Boolean algebra 1̂A =

�
1̂� : � 2 A

	
of all diagonal orthoprojectors (the

multiplications by 1�) generating M̂. Note that the commutant B = M0 of any
nonmaximal abelian subalgebraM� B (H) is a noncommutative W*-algebra with
strict inclusion of M as the center B \ B0 of B. Thus the simple algebra B =
B (H) is the commutant of the abelian algebra of scalar multipliersM = CI which
is generated by the trivial Boolean algebra A = f;;
g represented by improper
orthoprojectors P; = O, P
 = I. The noncommutative algebra A cannot be
generated by any Boolean algebra of orthoprojectors as the commuting Hermitian
idempotents P 2 = P = P � in B (H).
Quantum causality, assuming the existence of not only properties but also ob-

servable events, requires that all quantum properties related to present and future
at each time-instant t must be compatible with all passed events. This makes an
allowance for simultaneous predictability of incompatible properties at least in the
statistical sense. However the usual quantum mechanics, dealing only with irre-
ducible representations B = B (H) of quantum properties but not with the events,
is causal only for the trivial eventum algebra of improper orthoprojectors fO; Ig on
H. This is why any nontrivial causality requires an extension of the orthodox frame-
work of quantum mechanics to quantum stochastics unifying it with the framework
of classical stochastics in a minimalistic way allowing the distinction between the
future quantum properties and past classical events. This program was completed
in [4, 24] on the basis of quantum nondemolition (QND) principle [19, 20, 27] as
an algebraic formulation quantum causality. The past events, corresponding to the
measurable histories � 2 At] up to each t 2 R+, should be represented in the com-
mutant of a noncommutative subalgebra B[t � B describing the present and future
on a universal Hilbert space H. Thus, instead of a single noncommutative algebra
B extending the eventum W*-algebra M generated by E (A) one should consider
a decreasing family

�
B[t
�
of reduced subalgebras B[t � B[s 8s < t in the com-

mutants E
�
At]
�0
=
�
B 2 B :

�
E
�
At]
�
; B
�
= 0

	
of the past eventum logics E

�
At]
�

representing the consistent histories of increasing probability spaces
�

t];At];Pt]

�
in nonmaximal abelian W*-algebrasMt] generated by E

�
At]
�
.

The nondemolition principle makes quantum causality irreversible by allowing
future observations represented by decreasing eventum algebras E (At) � B[t to
be incompatible with some present-plus-future questions Q 2 B[t. Although any
projectively increasing family of classical probability spaces can be obtained by
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Kolmogorov construction from a single (
;A;P) with projections �s] : 
 ! 
s]
inverting the injections ��1s]

�
As]
�
� ��1t]

�
At]
�
� A for all s � t such that Ps] =

Pt] � ��1s] = P � �
�1
s] , however this projective limit may not be compatible with any

noncommutative algebra B[t. Thus the maximal W*-algebra B = B[0, satisfying
the compatibility condition B0 =M0] with the initial central algebraM0] = B\B0,
coincides with the decomposable algebraM0

0] which is not compatible with the total
eventum algebra M = _Mt] except the case M = M0] of absence of innovation
Mr] =Mt] for all r and t. The latter with M = CI is a standard assumption in
the orthodox quantum mechanics dealing in the absence of observations with the
constant B[t equal to B (H). We may assume that M0] = CI corresponding to
trivial initial history, A0] = f?;
g with P0] = 1 on a single-point 
0] = f0g, which
allows B[0 = B

�
H[0

�
.

Note that since all operators B 2 E
�
At]
�0
commute with Mt], they are jointly

decomposable, given in the diagonal representation ofMt] by
�
At];Pt]

�
-essentially

bounded functions Bt : ! 7! B (!) on 
t] with operator values B (!) 2 B (!) on the
Hilbert components H (!) of the orthogonal decomposition

R �

t]
H (!)Pt] (d!) � H

corresponding to the joint spectral representations

(2.3) E (�) '
Z �


t]

1� (!) I (!)Pt] (d!)�It] (�)

of commuting orthoprojectors E (�), � 2 At].
Quantum state (See Appendix 1.2) consistent with the trajectory probability

space (
;P;A) is given as the linear positive functional h$jQi = ($;Q) by a
Hermitian-positive $ = $� mass-one h$jIi = 1 operator $ ` B (2 B in usual
or a generalized sense as a¢ liated to B) de�ning the probability measure P as the
projective limit of

(2.4) Pt] (�) = h$jE (�)i = P (�) ; � 2 At]
(where h$;Bi = tr [B$] for the semi�nite B). It is called the (probability) den-
sity operator for B since it de�nes the probability Pr [Q] = h$jQi 2 [0; 1] of any
quantum property described by an orthoprojector Q 2 A. Since Q 2 P

�
B[t
�
is

compatible with each eventum projector E (�) for � 2 At], the property Q is
statistically predictable with respect to all past events due to the existence of a
posteriori conditional probability

(2.5) Pr [Qj�] = 1

P (�)
h$jQE (�)i 8� : P (�) 6= 0

such that Pr [Q] = P (�)Pr [Qj�] + P
�
�?

�
Pr
�
Qj�?

�
. Note that h$jQEi is not

positive and even not real without the compatibility of Q and E. This leads to the
existence of the posterior quantum states on B[t given by the conditional expecta-
tions

(2.6) �t [Bj!] =


$̂[t (!) jB (!)

�
8B 2 B \M0

t]:

The posterior states are de�ned as classical stochastic adapted processes ! 7!
$̂[t (!) with density operator values a¢ liated to the components B (!) of B[t, and
the corresponding conditional expectations de�ned as positive normal projections
B \M0

t] !Mt] will be denoted as �t = $̂?
[t.
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Theorem 1. Let $ be a normal state on B. Then the induced state $[t on the
relative commutant B[t � B \M0

t] of the eventum algebraMt] is given as classical

expectation h$[t; Bi = E
t]
h
$̂?
[t (B)

i
in terms of pairing

(2.7) h$[tjBi :=
Z

t]



$̂[t (!) jB (!)

�
P (d!)

on Bt = B \M0
t] with the posterior density operators $̂[t ` Bt uniquely de�ned by

the conditional expectation �t : Bt !Mt] as positive integrable function for almost
all ! 2 
t]

Proof. Since$t is normal state on Bt, equivalent to the space of essentially bounded
functions on

�

t];At];Pt]

�
with operator values in B (!) � B (H (!)), it is uniquely

de�ned by an essentially integrable function $t (!) in (2.7) with operator values
in B? (!). Obviously it is the density operator for the posterior states as the con-
ditional expectations de�ned on Bt with respect to the central Abelian subalgebra
Mt] � L1

�

t];Pt]

�
by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives

(2.8) �t [Bj!] := lim
At]3�&f!g

h$tjBE (�)i
P (�)

; B 2 Bt

where the limit is understood for and almost all ! 2 
t] in the same way as in the
classical case. �

Note that in the most important "white noise" cases considered in next sec-
tions, all H (!) with ! 2 
t] are isomorphic to a single Hilbert space H[t of a
decreasing family

�
H[t

�
such that Bt (!) 2 B

�
H[t

�
, uniquely de�ned for almost all

! 2 
t], represents B 2 Bt as a bounded operator on H = Ht] 
 H[t commuting
with It] (�) = 1̂� 
 I[t, where Ht] = L2

�

t];Pt]

�
. Representing H as Ht] 
H[t in

the case H (!) = H[t 8! 2 
t], the posterior states, described by the positive mass
one operators $̂[t (!) = $̂!

[t in H[t, can be considered as the conditional states on
the operator algebras B[t = B

�
H[t

�
, controlled by the history trajectory !. Thus

the above quantum causality setting gives immediately the posterior states $̂!
[t as

the states for quantum present and future conditioned by the classical past without
any reference to the projection or other phenomenological reduction postulate of
quantum measurement. This is main advantage of the extended, event enhanced
quantum mechanics, or eventum mechanics, which allows treatment of the observ-
able events on equal basis with other quantum properties of the system. It can
be shown, see (7.5), that any reduction postulate of the operational quantum me-
chanics can all be derived from QND causality, and this principle is also applicable
to the continuous measurements in both in time and spectrum where projection
postulates fails.
Thus posterior states provide the optimal in mean quadratic sense Bayesian

estimators for any number of unobservable quantum noncommuting variables x 2
B
�
H[t

�
or properties from future, given the observable history ! 2 
t]. For this

reason, one can consider quantum measurements in this "nondemolition" setup as
a form of quantum �ltering.
We now describe an appropriate Markovian model for the time-continuous in-

teractions between the open quantum system and the �eld.
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2.2. Quantum open dynamics and input-output. Quantum Markovian dy-
namics with observable trajectories, which entered into physics in the 90�s in terms
of stochastic transfer-operators or stochastic Master equations, de�ne the phenom-
enological "instruments" of observation without giving any microscopic dynamical
model in terms of the fundamental Hamiltonian interactions. In fact such approach
is equivalent to the earlier operational approach based on the instrumental transfer-
measures (See Appendix 1.3), and its starting point corresponds to already �ltered
Markov dynamics in the classical case. Here we describe the general scheme for
underlying Hamiltonian interaction models with continuous observation for open
quantum dynamical objects in terms of quantum stochastic evolutions in parallel
to the classical stochastic models with partial observation, following the original
Belavkin approach suggested in [4, 5, 24].
Let us �x a quantum probability space (H;B; $) and an increasing family Bs] �

Bt], 8s < t of W*-subalgebras Bt] � B containing the compatible histories E
�
At]
�
�

B0[t and nontrivial present B[t] = Bt] \ B[t for each t, assuming that each Bt] com-
mutes with future At � B[t, Bt] � A0t, being generated by only nonanticipating
questions Q 2 A0t \ B. The future is quantum noise which is described by W*-
subalgebras At � B, forming a decreasing family At � At+s 8t; s > 0 with trivial
intersection such that we may assume that _Bt] = B. Moreover, we shall assume
that the family

�
Bt]
�
as well as

�
Mt]

�
form the W*-product systems in the sense of

W*-isomorphisms

(2.9) Bt] �
Ast � Bt+s]; Mt] �
Ms
t �Mt+s];

where Ast = At \ Bt+s],Ms
t =Mt \Mt+s] and (Mt) is decreasing family of W*-

algebrasMt � B[t generated by future events E (At). This implies that the family
(Ast ) satis�es the product condition such that A0 � At �
Ast �
At+s for any t and
s > 0, and similar for (Ms

t ), corresponding to the split property

(2.10) 
 = 
t � 
rt � 
st+r; A = At 
 Art 
 At+r
of the measurable trajectory space.
Quantum open object under the observation is represented at each time t by a

past-future boundary W*-subalgebra bt � B[t] such that it is adapted with respect
to the family

�
Bt]
�
quantum stochastic process (in the genral sense [4]), nonantici-

pating futures (At) and satisfying causality condition with respect to the histories�
Mt]

�
. We may assume that each bt represents a �xed b or a variable boundary

W*-algebra b (t) by a W*-homomorphism �t of b (t) onto bt, with b (t) taken in the
initial algebra B[0], say. Due to the causality condition the product

�t (�; �q) = E (�)�t (�q) 8� 2 At]
de�nes for each t an adapted transfer-measure �t (�) : b (t) ! Bt] (see Appendix
1.4) with W*-homomorphic values normalized to the history eventum projectors
E (�). Obviously W*-algebras bt and Ast are in Bs[t = Bt+s] \ B[t, as well as bt+s
and W*-algebrasMs

t .
Following [4] we shall say that quantum open object b (t) with eventum history

E
�
At]
�
is dynamical with respect to (At) if

Ms
t _ bt+s � bt _ Ast 8t; s > 0:

This is equivalent [4] to the existence of quantum �ow with observations described
as follows on the co-images b (t) = �t (bt) of the boundary algebras bt. Assuming
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that the W*-algebras Bs[t are generated by bt and Ast , we can always consider the
dynamical quantum open object with bt = B[t].

Theorem 2. Let �t : bt ! b (t) be normal injections inverted by the dynamical
representations �t, and let Bt];Mt] form the product systems (2.9). Then there
exists a transitional spectral measure

(2.11) �tr (�; �q) = Et (�) tr (�q) ; �q 2 b (t+ r)

on Art with values in Br[t = b (t) �
Art given by adapted �-homomorphisms Et : At !
b (t) �
At and a Heisenberg �ow (tr) of causal tensor-adapted W*-homomorphisms
tr : b (t+ r)! Et (Art )

0 \ Br[t such that

tr � t+rs = tr+s 8r; s > 0;(2.12)

t�rr

�
Et (�)

�
= Et�r (�) 8t > r(2.13)

under the trivial extensions onto B[t = b (t) �
At.

Proof. The representations �t as well as �t�r can be trivially extended to the
adapted W*-homomorphisms with respect to the identity maps id respectively on
At and At�r by virtue of commutativity Bt] � A0t as �t (�q 
At) = �t (�q)At and
�t�r (�qt�rAt�r) = �t�r (�qt�r) 
 At�r respectively for all �q 2 b (t) and �qt 2 bt,
At 2 At. This de�nes the compositions t�rr = �t�r � �t of thus extended W*-
representations as tensor-adapted W*-homomorphisms t�rr : B[t ! B[t�r on B[t =
b (t)
At trivially extending the b (t)! b (t)
Art�r and satisfying the hemigroup
condition (2.12) such that t0 = id

�
B[t
�
for each t. Obviously these extensions

satisfy causality condition

�t
�
B[t
�
� Et

�
At]
�0
; tr

�
B[t+r

�
� Et (Art )

0
;

where the eventum projectors Et (�) 2 B[t are de�ned for any � 2 At as �t (E (�))
by the extended injections �t : bt _At ! b (t)
At as right inverse of the extended
�t on E = �t (E

t) 2 E (At). The second condition (2.13) simply follows from
�t � tr = �t+r due to �t�r (Et) = E for any r 2 [0; t] and E 2 E (At). Thus
the QS �ow with nondemolition observations can be described in terms of the
homomorphic transitional measures (2.11) with (2.12) and (2.13) satisfying the
hemigroup composition low

(2.14) �t�rr

�
�rt�r;�

t
s (�

s
t ; �q)

�
= �t�rr+s

�
�r+st�r ; �q

�
where �r+st�r = �

r
t�r ��st 2 Ar+st�r and �q 2 b (t+ s). �

Corollary 1. The dynamical QS object is Markovian in the usual sense [4] if the
initial state $ = $[0 on B = B[0 is product state $ � $t] 
 %t for any t such that


$jBt]Ast
�
=


$jBt]

�
h%tjAst i :

It is operationally described is such state by the hemigroup of reduced transitional
measures

(2.15) T tr (�; �q) = %?t
�
�tr (�; �q)

�
;

where %?t : B[0 ! Bt] is conditional expectation de�ned as

(2.16)


$[0jBt]

�
=


$t]j%?t

�
Bt]
��

8$t]; Bt] 2 Bt]:
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They satisfy the operational Chapman-Kolmogorov equation

(2.17) T t�rr

�
�rt�r; T ts (�st ; �q)

�
= T t�rr+s

�
�r+st�r ; �q

�
as a normal completely positive map b (t+ s)! b (t� r) for each product �r+st�r of
�rt�r 2 Art�r and �st 2 Ast .
Remark 1. The event representations Et = �t (E) are usually given by input
�-homomorphisms I : Ast ! Ast , I (�) = � (1�) as Et (�) = �t (I (�)) in terms
of a two side adapted W*-representation � : Ms

t ! Ast and a hemigroup (�tr) of
interaction isomorphisms �tr : b (t+ r) �
Art ! b (t) �
Art such that �trjb (t+ r) =
tr. Here �

t de�nes the output representation induced on an input eventum algebra
� (Mt) � At for Mt = L1 (
t;Pt) by the limit �t = limr �

t
rjAt of �trjArt which is

well-de�ned on each At = _rArt due to the localization property �ts+rjArt = �trjArt
for all r; s > 0. Note that the localization property simply follows from the hemigroup
condition and the normalization �t (I0) = I0 for these �tr, extended adaptively also
on At0 2 At0 and At+r 2 At+r such that

�tr
�
At0 
B 
At+r

�
= At0 
 �tr (B)
At+r:

The quantum free evolution is usually described by a semigroup (�s) of endomor-
phisms �s : B[0 ! B[0 shifting isomorphically any At onto At+s with trivial action
on b. QS Heisenberg �ow (ts) with observation over a constant algebra b (t) = b
is called covariant with respect to a shift semigroup (�s) acting also on A0 by the
shift of any At onto At+s = �s (At) if

(2.18) ts � �t+s = �t � #s; Et � �t = �t � E0;
where #s = 0s � �s and �t is extended on the W*-algebra B[0 = b 
 A0 by
�t (�q 
A0) = �q 
 �t (A0). This de�nes a Heisenberg �-cocycle s = 0s corre-
sponding to the semigroup (#s) of W*-endomorphisms #s = s � �s of the algebra
B, satisfying causality condition #s (B) � E

�
As]
�0
. Note that the shift semigroup

can be extended to a group f�t : t 2 Rg on B = eA0 �
b�
A0, where eA0 is an inde-
pendent copy of the algebra A0, with �t transforming each segment eA�r onto A�s
for any positive � ; r; s and t = � + r + s, shifting eAt onto eA0 similar to the in-
verted shift ��t : At ! A0, with backward transformation of each A�s onto eA�r for
�+r+s = �t. This free group dynamics �t de�nes the reversible quantum dynamics
interaction on such B by one-parametric group of #t = �t � �t+s extending #t onto
B by interaction W*-automorphisms �t = �0t on B[0 = b
A0, acting identically oneA0 for any t > 0, with the identical action on A0 and the re�ected cocycle action
�t = ��t �e��t ��t+s on eB0] = eA0
b for t < 0, where e�s is de�ned on eB0] exactly as
��1s on B[0 for any s > 0. However the reversible quantum dynamics on such non-
commutative B cannot satisfy the causality in both directions of time with respect
to a nontrivial eventum algebra E (A), except the case of absence innovation as in
the conservative quantum mechanics without observation. To keep the causality in
the positive direction of time one must replace the nonabelian eA0 by the smaller,
abelian subalgebra �M0, a copy of the eventum algebra M̂0 = I (M0), which makes
�s and #s irreversible on B = �M0 �
b�
A0 with noncommutative A0.

3. Quantum Stochastics of Eventum Mechanics

In this section we consider quantum noise models de�ning quantum Markov-
ian dynamics with continuous nondemolition observation and show the quantum
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�ltering equations derived from this models. Such observation can be based only
on indirect measurement of a quantum open object via a coupled channel repre-
senting a classical measured process mt

0 in a bath A0 which is usually assumed to
be initially independent of the quantum object b. We shall consider the measure-
ment processes having initially independent increments ms

t = mt+s
0 �mt

0 � m (Ist )
as random measure on the intervals Ist = [t; t + s). They generate independent
W*-algebras Ms

t = L1A (

s
t ;Pst ) � M(Ist ), and an input quantum process with

the increments Ms
t = � (ms

t ) � M (Ist ) generates independent eventum algebras
� (Ms

t ) � B (Fst ) on a Hilbert space F0 with respect to an initial unit state vector
�0 satisfying the divisibility condition

(3.1) F0 � F t0 �
Fst �
Ft+s; �0 � �t0 
 �st 
 �t+s;

such that it induces the initial product probability measure P0 = Pt0 
 Pst 
 Pt+s on
the measurable space of observable trajectories under the split condition (2.10).
An appropriate candidate for such Hilbert space suitable to accommodate any

kind of classical independent increment process is Guichardet-Fock space F0 =
� (E0) over the Hilbert space E0 of L2-functions � : t 7! k on R+0 = ft � 0g with
values in a Hilbert space k such that Fst = � (Est ) with Est = L2 (Ist ! k) (see the
de�nitions in [24],[50] summarized in the Appendix2). There are su¢ ciently many
product vectors in F0, called exponential vectors

�
�
 : � 2 E0

	
, generating Fock

space F0 such that any coherent state vector

(3.2) �� = e
� 1
2k�k

2
E �
; k�k2E =

Z 1

0

k� (t)k2k dt

de�nes a product state


'�jA

�
=


��jA��

�
on any subalgebra A0 � B (F0) satis-

fying the divisibility condition A0 � At0 
 Ast 
 At+s for any t; s > 0 such that
each Ast = A (Ist ) is represented in B (Fst ). However there is only one shift-invariant
such state which is given by the vacuum vector �0 = �; corresponding to � = 0. In
fact, not only shift invariant but any in�nitely divisible normal state on A0 can be
induced by the vacuum state '0 on B (F0) by choosing in general time dependent
Hilbert space k (t) in a canonical way [51],[52]. In particular, since the state on
the abelian algebra M0 de�ned by the probability P0 of any classical process with
independent increments is in�nitely divisible, any such state can be induced from
the quantum vacuum state by restricting it to the abelian part � (M0) � A0 given
by an adapted input W*-representation � : M0 ! A0 such that � (Ms

t ) � Ast for any
t; s > 0. It de�nes the in�nitely divisible probability measure P0 as

(3.3) Pst (�) := h�;jI (�) �;i � h'0jI (�)i 8� 2 Ast ;

where I (�) = � (1�), by the vacuum vectors �st = �; of Fst .
There are two basic processes with additive independent increments which can be

realized in Fock space with �nite-dimensional k = Cd: Wiener vector-valued process
wt = (wti)i2IW which we index by a subset IW � f1; : : : ; dg, and Poisson compound
process n (It0) = (nti)i2IN which we index by another subset IN � f1; : : : ; dg (It
should be thought as diagonal matrix-valued rather than vector). Their di¤erential
increments dm = m (dt) satisfy quite di¤erent Itô multiplication tables

(3.4) dwidwk = �ikdt; dnidnk = �ji �
j
kdnj ;
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where the summation rule is applied over j. Their canonical input representations
M t
i = � (mt

i) in Fock space over E0 = Cd 
 L2
�
R+0
�
are de�ned as

W t
i = A+i (t) +A

i
� (t) � <

�
A+i (t)

�
;(3.5)

N t
i = Aii (t) +A

+
i (t) +A

i
� (t) +A

+
� (t)(3.6)

in terms of four basic operator-processes in F0 de�ned in Appendix B. These are cre-
ation A+� (t) := A+� (I

t
0) (row-valued, A

+
� =

�
A+i
�
), annihilation A�� (t) := A�� (I

t
0)

(column-valued, A�� :=
�
Ak�
�
), exchange A�� (t) := A�� (I

t
0) (matrix-valued, A

�
� =�

Aki
�
) and preservation A�+ (t) := A�+ (I

t
0) (scalar-valued, A

+
� (t) = tI). These

canonical processes forming a pseudo-Hermitian matrix A = (A�� )
�=�;+
�=�;� = A

? un-

der the involution
�
A���

�?
=
�
A����

�
with respect to the index re�ection� (�; �;+) =

(+; �;�), satisfy pseudo-Poisson multiplication table

(3.7) dA��dA
�
� = ���dA

�
� 8�; � 2 fi;+g ; �; � 2 f�; kg

of quantum stochastic calculus discovered as a noncommutative generalization of
the classical Itô-Poisson table by Belavkin in [24]. Note that from (3.7) it follows
that

dWidNk = �ikdA
i
� + �ikdt; dNidWk = �ikdA

+
k + �ikdt

which cannot be realized in the classical category of commutative processes in which
it always dwidnk = 0 = dnkdwi. Thus the joint operator representation of two
types of basic classical processes with independent increments is possible only in
splitted Fock spaces such that IW \ IN = ; corresponding to orthogonal subspaces
kW ? kN , which re�ects the classical split


 = 
W � 
N ; A = AW 
 AN ; P = PW 
 PN :

The four basic processes A�� form a linear basis of quantum Itô ?-algebra as
noncommutative integrators for the increments

(3.8) Ms
t =

X
�;�

Z t+s

t

K�
� (r) dA

�
� � ist (K)

de�ned by four integrants K = (K�
� )
�=�;�
�=�;+ as operator-valued functions integrable

in a quantum-stochastic [24]. These quantum stochastic integrals satisfy ?-property
such that ist (K)

�
= ist (K

?) under the involution
�
K�
��
�?
=
�
K��
��
�
, and the Itô

product rule

(3.9) d(M�M) = d (M�)M +M� (dM) + (dM�) d(M);

where dM = K�
� dA

�
� (the usual summation convention is assumed), with the Itô

correction calculated as

(3.10) dist (K)
�
dist (K) = di

s
t (K

?K)

for adapted quantum stochastic integrators K�
� (t).

Note that in the case of a single degree of freedom d = 1 this quantum Itô table
reads in the Hudson-Parthasarathy (HP) form [48] as

dA��dA
+
� = dtI; dA��dA

�
� = dA

�
�;

dA��dA
�
� = dA��; dA��dA

+
� = dA

+
� ;
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with all other increment multiplications vanishing, in terms of four scalar-operator
processes A�� with pseudo-Hermitian property written as

A+� (t) = A+� (t)
�
; A+� (t) = A�� (t)

�
; A�� (t) = A�� (t)

�
:

3.1. Quantum mechanics with observations. Interaction automorphic evolu-
tions (�r)r>0 on the the tensor product B[0 = b
A0 of simple algebras b = B (h)
and A0 = B (F0) are usually described by right unitary cocycles fUr : r > 0g as
�t (B) = UtBU

�
t . The cocycles satisfy the operator hemigroup condition U

t
rU

t+r
s =

U tr+s similar to (2.12) in terms of the shifted operators U
s
r = �s (Ur), where (�s) is

the semigroup of right shift W*-endomorphisms �s : A0 ! As � A0 describing free
evolution of the bath by trivial placing of each subalgebra A

�
Ist�s

�
onto A (Ist ) as

Ast = B (Fst ). Hudson and Parthasarathy [48],[50] derived a QS forward equation

(3.11) dUt = Ut
�
RdA�� +R+dA

+
� +R

�dA�� +R
�
+dt

�
for the unitary cocycles in Fock space F0 = �

�
L2
�
R+0
��
de�ned as the solution

of QS integral equation Ut = U0 + i
t
0 (UR) with four adapted operator-valued

coe¢ cients R�� and U0 = I. They gave the necessary conditions for unitarity of this
solution written in terms S = I +R as

(3.12) S� = S�1; R� = �R�+S; 2<
�
R�+
�
= �R�+R+;

where < (A) denotes the Hermitian part (A+A�) =2 of an operator A (the su¢ -
ciency was shown only for the constant bounded initial-valued coe¢ cients R�� ).
It is important for control to have also the su¢ cient unitarity conditions in

the case of time-dependent and multi-dimensional noise A. As it was proved in [53]
under the natural QS-integrability conditions, the relations (3.12) are also su¢ cient
for the uniqueness of unitary solution even in the case of time-dependent in�nite
dimensional coe¢ cients with valuesR�� (t) =

�
�s�� (t)� ����1

�

I in the initial operator

algebra b. In terms of these �s�� (t) the multidimensional version of HP equation can
be simply written in Belavkin�s ?-algebraic notations [54, 55] as

(3.13) dUt = Ut
�
�s�� (t)� ����1

�
A�� (dt)

where usual summation convention over all �; � 2 f�; �;+g can be restricted to
the domain � � � under the order � < � < + of the the triangular matrix
�s = (�s�� )

�=�;�;+
�=�;�;+ with zero operator entries for � > � and �s�� = �1 = �s++ (the

usual summation convention then can be applied). In this notations the algebraic
relations between nonzero matrix elements �s�� generalizing the unitarity conditions
(3.12) are simply expressed as the pseudo-unitarity �s? = �s�1 of the operator matrix
�s in terms of the pseudo-Hermitian adjoint matrix �s? =

�
�s�����

�
.

From the quantum Itô rule (3.9) applied to Heisenberg QS �ow X (t) = t (�x)
given by interaction dynamics as t (�x) = Ut(�x
I)U�t � �t(�x
I), and the quantum
Itô multiplication table (3.7), we obtain the general QS Langevin equation

(3.14) dX = (��� (X)�X��� ) dA�� � (� (X)�X1) � dA;

Here � (t;X) = S (t) (X 
 1)S (t)?, called QS germ, is given on X = X (t) by
matrix-function � (t) which is de�ned as a triangular matrix (��� )

�=�;�;+
�=�;�;+ of six

time evolved maps

��� (t; Ut (�x
 I)U�t ) = Ut (��
�
� (t; �x)
 I)U�t
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given on b by �� (�x) = �s (�x
 1) �s?, where 1 = (��� )
�=�;�;+
�=�;�;+ , with trivial ��

�
� =

id (b) = ��++ and ��
�
� (�x) = 0 for � > � such that the summation convention can be

applied only for � � �. It was proved in [53] under the natural QS-integrability
conditions that the unitality and ?-multiplicativity of the germ

(3.15) �� (t; �x��x) = �� (t; �x)
?
�� (t; �x) ; ��

�
t; �1
�
= �1;

are the necessary and su¢ cient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the
unital �-homomorphic solutions X (r + s) = rs (�x) to the Langevin equation (3.14)
with X (t) = �x.
The composition �� rt�r (�x) = %?r

�
rt�r (�x)

�
with noise conditional expectation

(2.16), de�ned by the vacuum state %r = '0, describes a dynamical hemigroup
(�� rs) (or semigroup (�� s) in the stationary case) of unital completely positive maps
�� rs : b ! b on operator algebra b � B (h). This bath expectation, given by so-
lutions X (r + s) = rs (�x) of QS �ow equation (3.14) with X (r) = �x 
 I for the
evolved on time interval Isr operators �x 2 b, satis�es the master equation [56, 57]
d
dt�� t (�x) = �� t

�
�� (�x)

�
with a Lindblad generator �� which can be written as a linear

conditionally positive map in �x 2 b in the form

(3.16) �� (�x) =
X
i;k

Ki���ik (�x)K
k + L�x+ �xL�:

Here Ki = �Ri+, L = R�+ satis�es the condition L + L� = �
P
iK

i�Ki and
��ik (�x) =

P
j S

i
j �xS

k�
j (Ri+ = �si+, R

�
+ = �s�+, S

i
j = �sij to denote that these operators

belong or a¢ liated to the algebra b). In fact, for quantum coherent control we need
a time dependent version of this equation in the following decomposed form.

Theorem 3. Let '?r;� be coherent conditional expectation B[0 ! Br] de�ned on
B[0 = b
A0 as normal positive projection such that


$r]j'?r;� [B]
�
=
D
 r] 
 ��r jBj r] 
 ��r

E
for any vector product-state $r] = &� 
 '�r0 with � 2 h and coherent vector (3.2)
in Fr0 . Then the dynamical map �� (t; �x) = '?r;�

�
rt�r (�x)

�
� �� rt�r (�; �x) satis�es

forward evolution equation

(3.17)
d

dt
�� (t; �x) = ��

�
t; �� (t; �x)

�
; �� (r) = Id (b)

with Lindblad type generator decomposed as

(3.18) �� (�x) =
i

~
[H; �x] + ��R (�x) +K

�� (���� (�x)� �x���)K�

where H (t) = ~=
��
2� (t)

�
R�+ +R

�
+

��
, K� (t) = � (t)�R�+, ���� (�x) = S�� �xS

��
� and

��R (x) =
1

2

X
i

�
Ri�+

�
�x;Ri+

�
+ [Ri�+ ; �x]R

i
+

�
:

Proof. Indeed, it can be shown [58] that conditional coherent expectations �� rt�r (�; �x),
evaluated from the QS �ow equation (3.14), satisfy Lindblad type equation with
generator

�� (t) = ���+ + ��
�
� � (t) + � (t)

�
���+ + � (t)

�
����� (t)

where ��ik (�x) = ��
i
k (�x)� �x�

i
k. Using HP conditions (3.12) in multidimensional form

S��� S
�
� = ���1; R

��
+ S

�
� = �R�� ; R��+ R�+ = �R��+ �R�+
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as pseudo-unitarity conditions T��� = S���� in terms of operator matrix elements of
inverse T = S�1 to the triangular operator matrix S for ����� (�x) =

P
� S

�
� �xS

��
��,

this generator can be written as

�� [�x] =
X

�=�;�;+

�
S��� + �

�S���
�
�x
�
S�� + �

�S��
�� � ����x

where � (t)� � (t) = k� (t)k2k . This gives (3.18) after taking into account again the
unitarity conditions. �

Given a normal quantum state & (r) on b at time r, the hemigroup (�� rs) de�nes an
averaged coherent controlled non-Hamiltonian state evolution [& (t) : t � r] of the
quantum dynamical object by composing it with the adjoint CP maps � tr = �� r?t�r
as & (t) = � tr (& (t� r)). It satis�es the hemigroup master equation

(3.19)
d

dt
& +K& + &K� =

X
i

Li&Li�;

where the operators K = �L? and Li = Li? are de�ned by left adjoints L? =
L]; Li? = L]i to

L = R�+ + �
�R�+ �

1

2
���; Li = R�i + �

�S�i

with respect to the hb?jbi-pairing:


L]&j�x

�
= h&jL�xi (which are usual Hilbert space

adjoints, L? = L�, Li? = L�i in the case of the trace pairing h&j�xi = tr [&��x]). This
master equation is usually written in the Lindbladian form as d

dt & = � (t; &), and it
is a particular case of the general QS Master equation (7.13) derived in [59],[60].

3.2. Quantum nonlinear �ltering equations. A time continuous measurement
of each Wiener process wti represented by the �eld quadratures (3.5) after interac-
tion with quantum object as Y ti = Ut0W

t
i U

�
t0 due to locality for any t

0 � t, realizes
an indirect measurement of the evolved generalized coordinate Qi (t) = 2< [Li (t)],
where Li (t) = Ut

�
�s�i 
 I

�
U�t . This can be seen from the quantum Itô formula

(3.9), (3.10) applied to the output operators �t (W t
i ) = UtW

t
i U

�
t :

(3.20) d�t
�
W t
i

�
= 2<

�
L�i (t) dt+ dA

+
i

�
= Qi (t) dt+ dW

t
i

Similarly, the output process corresponding to the �eld counting process (3.6) as
Y ti = Ut0N

t
iU

�
t0 for any t

0 � t is given by �t (N t
i ) = UtN

t
iU

�
t as the QS integral of

(3.21) d�t
�
N t
i

�
= Li (t)L

�
i (t) dt+ 2<

�
L�i (t) dA

+
i

�
+ dAii:

Classically, �ltering equations are used when we need to estimate the value of
dynamical variables about which we have incomplete knowledge due to an indi-
rect observation. For example, the Kalman-Bucy �lter [61],[62] gives a continuous
least-squares estimator for a Gaussian classical random variable with linear dy-
namics when we only have access to a correlated, noisy output signal. Since closed
quantum systems are fundamentally unobservable (hidden) unless they are open,
e.g. disturbed by quantum noise processes (c.f. (3.14) such that equations (3.20))
and (3.21) have nontrivial input from the quantum object in terms of the non-
Hamiltonian part Li = �s�i of the Lindblad generator, �ltering of quantum noise
plays an important role in quantum measurement. As it follows immediately from
the localization property of quantum interaction evolution due to the hemigroup
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property the output operators Y ti are self non-demolition (i.e. mutually compatible
at all times) and satisfy the quantum non-demolition (QND) condition

(3.22) [X (s) ; Y ti ] = 0 8s � t; i 2 f1; : : : ; dg
with respect to any evolved quantum object process X (s) = �s (�x
 I) � s (�x).
Belavkin was the �rst to realize that an optimal estimation without further dis-
turbance is possible in the general quantum open dynamical models when based
on any output QND measurements [18],[44],[20],[5]. He constructed the quantum
�ltering equation which describes the evolution of the optimal estimate given by
the density matrix conditioned on a classical output of the noisy quantum channel.
This is used to estimate arbitrary object variable X (t) ` bt which are driven by
environmental quantum noises. The QND condition insists that the expectation of
X (t) is not disturbed when we measure Y si for s � t. As it was already pointed
out by the Section 1 Theorem, this is necessary and su¢ cient for the existence of
a well de�ned conditional expectation of X (t) with respect to past measurement
results of Y t].
LetMt] be the the history abelian W*-algebra Wt] � B

�
Ft]
�
generated by the

output operators f�r (W r
i ) : r 2 It0; i 2 IW g for an index subset IW � f1; : : : ; dg, or

another abelian W*-algebra Nt] � B
�
Ft]
�
generated by f�r (Nr

i ) : r 2 It0; i 2 INg
for the same or another index subset IN , or the product algebra Mt] � Wt] �
Nt]
generated by Y t]e = fY ri : t 2 It0; i 2 Ieg corresponding to the union Ie � f1; : : : ; dg
of disjoint index subsets IW and IN . Also let B[t denote the future nonabelian
W*-algebra generated by the system operators X (s) ` s (b) for s � t. From
the compatibility of the output operators, we have quantum causality condition
Mt] � B0[t, so again we have a unique well de�ned conditional expectation �t = $̂?

[t

given by the posterior states $̂[t on B[t ontoMt].
The conditional expectation x̂tr = �t[X (t+ r)] gives for any r � 0 the best

prediction of X (t+ r) = �tr (X (t)) as least squares estimator of any operator
X (t) = �t (�x
 I) evolved to the time t0 = t+r conditional on the output operators
Y
t]
e and so is equivalent to a classical random variable on the space of measurement
trajectories 
t] = f!ri : r 2 It0; i 2 Ieg such that !ri is an eigenvalue of Y ri . This
conditional expectation for is most conveniently written in the Schrödinger picture
as x̂tr =



&̂tj�� tr (�x)

�
in terms of the expected CP hemigroup �� tr and posterior states

&̂t is de�ned by the relation

&̂tj�x

�
:= �t[�t (�x
 I)] =



$̂[tj�t (�x
 I)

�
:

In the case of product state $[r = & 
 %r with in�nitely divisible %r realized on
Ar = B (Fr) by the vacuum state, the posterior state is given for any t > r as
&̂ (t) = �t�rr (&) by a hemigroup f�srg of nonlinear transformations of a starting
state & = &̂ (r) on the object algebra b, resolving the quantum nonlinear �ltering
(Belavkin) equation

(3.23) d&̂ (t) = � [&̂] (t) dt+
X
i2Ie

�i (&̂) (t) M̂i (dt) :

Here � is Lindblad generator of the adjoint equation (3.19), and quantum �ltering
coe¢ cients �i against the innovation martingales

M̂i (I
s
r) = Yi (I

s
r)�

Z r+s

r

�tr [Yi (dt)]
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on the time intervals Ist where �rst speci�ed in [63] as the functionals of the posterior
quantum states &̂sr = &̂r (r + s) = �sr (&) resolving Itô equation (3.23) for &̂ (r) = &.
We present here two separate cases of Belavkin quantum �ltering equation cor-

responding to the di¤usive and counting measurements. For rigorous derivation see
[36], and for the most general mixed case we refer to [24].

3.2.1. Di¤usive Belavkin equation. The di¤usive version [63],[32],[36] of Belavkin
quantum �ltering equation corresponding to continuous observation of the di¤usive
row-vector Y t

W = �t
�
W t
Ie

�
= (Y ti )i2IW indexed by a �xed set Ie = IW specifying

the estimation channels is a classical non-linear stochastic di¤erential equation
given by

(3.24) d&̂ = � [&̂] dt+
X
i2IW

�i(&̂)(Yi (dt)� h&̂jLi + L�i idt):

Here � (&) =
P
i L

i&Li��K&�&K� is de�ned by the left adjoints Li = L]i , K = �L]
of the Lindblad operators in (3.16), and

�i (&) = &Li� + Li& � h&jLi + L�i i &

is the nonlinear �uctuation coe¢ cient such that


�i (&) j�1

�
= 0 for any & 2 b? with

respect to the pairing of b and b?.

3.2.2. Counting Belavkin equation. The counting, or quantum jump version [63,
34], [36] of Belavkin quantum �ltering equation corresponding to counting obser-
vation of the number processes Y t

N = �t
�
N t
Ie

�
= (Y ti )i2IN indexed by Ie = IN is

given as a stochastic di¤erential equation in the classical Itô form by

(3.25) d&̂ = � [&̂] dt+
X
i2IN

�i (&̂) (Yi (dt)� h&̂jLiL�i idt)

for a counting measurement in the �eld. Here � (&) =
P
i L

i&Li� �K& � &K� such
that



� (&) j�1

�
= 0 for any & 2 b? and

(3.26) �i(&) = �i (&)� &; �i (&) =
Li&Li�

h&jLiL�i i

is the non-linear normalized di¤erence coe¢ cient de�ned by Li = L]i (=L
�
i for the

trace pairing of b with b?) such that


�i (&) j�1

�
= 0 for any & 2 b? with respect to

the standard pairing of b? and b.

4. Optimal Quantum Feedback Control

We now couple the system to a control force (row-vector) u = (ui)i2If via
forward (feedback) channels indexed by a �nite set If , jIf j = df . The force perturbs
open quantum dynamics described by unitary cocycle fUrg by making it causally
dependent on each time interval [r; r + s) on the control segment usr = u (t) : t 2
[r; r + s)) such that Uru (r + s) = Urs (u

s
r). The family fUrs (usr)g is assumed to

satisfy QS equation (3.13) with controlled pseudo-unitary germ �s (t;u) = �s (u (t))
such that its solution forms a hemigroup

U tr (u
r
t )U

t+r
s

�
ust+r

�
= U tr+s

�
ur+st

�
:
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for any composed segment ur+st =
�
urt ;u

r+s
t

�
. This de�nes a hemigroup (rs) of

time-dependent interaction dynamics

ru (t; �x) = Uru(t)(�x
 I)Ur�u (t) = rt�r
�
ut�rr ; �x

�
satisfying the controlled Langevin equation (3.14) with�u (t) given by time evolved
germ ��u (t) = �� (u (t)).
Following the original Belavkin�s formulation [18],[3],[6] of quantum optimal con-

trol theory, we assume that the quality of a control process on a quantum object
over a �nite period [r; T ) with starting product state $[r = & 
 %r on the object
plus noise algebra b
Ar is judged by the integral expectation

(4.1) Jr(&;ur) =

Z T

r



$[rjC (ur; t)

�
dt+



$[rjS (ur; T )

�
of the operator-valued cost functionals of ur given by the evolved object operator-
valued measurable positive cost function �c (t) : U! b and a terminal positive cost
operator �s 2 b in
(4.2) C (ur; t) = t�rr;ur (�c(u)) ; S (ur; T ) = T�rr;ur (�s)

for self-adjoint positive system operators �c(u (t)); �s ` A. An alternative problem
of risk-sensitive control has also been studied by James [11, 12] where the cost is
exponentiated to enforce higher penalties for undesirable behavior.
Coherent control of open quantum dynamics uses �eld channels indexed by a

subset If � f1; : : : ; dg. It is realized by controlling quantum noise in these chan-
nels by u 2 Rdf via their coherent states. One can start with uncontrolled dy-
namics described by Hamiltonian and Lindbladian operators H0 = ~=

�
R�+
�
and

Ki
0 = �Ri+ for R�+ = �s�+, � = �; i, de�ning QS unitary evolution by (3.13) with

arbitrary unitary scattering S�� = �s��, and apply coherent conditional expectation
'?r;� to corresponding QS �ow rs (�x) with � (t) =

i
~u

| (t) de�ning controlling �eld
expectations 


't;�j~=
�
Ai+ (I

s
t )
��
=

Z s

0

ui (t+ s) ds 8i 2 If :

This e¤ectively results in change of the Hamiltonian H0 and all operators Ki
0 with

i 2 If to

(4.3) Hu = H0 + ui<
�
Ki
0

�
; Ki

u = Ki
0 +

i

~
ui;

and no change for other Ki
0 with i =2 If (The summation is taken only over i 2

If .) The resulting conditioned dynamics �� ru (t; �x) satis�es time dependent Lindblad
equation which can be written in the form (3.18) as

(4.4) ��u (�x) =
i

~
[H2u; �x] + ��R (�x) +

X
i;k2If

Ki�
u ��

i
k (�x)K

k
u

with ��ik (�x) = ��
i
k (�x)� �ik�x, without change of the part ��R (but with doubled u in

the Hamiltonian Hu).
We are going to consider quantum feedback control problem in which it is nat-

ural to assume that the forward feedback control channels are disjoint to the set
Ie = IW [ IN of estimation. This is achieved by considering coherent controls
in the channels If such that If \ Ie = ;. In this case the controlling amplitude
� (t) 2 kf is orthogonal to the subspace ke = kW � kN of observation channels, so
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the output equations (3.20), (3.21) are not a¤ected by the coherent control which
will simplify optimal feedback control problem which we solve by applying dynam-
ical programming to coherent controlled quantum states. The controlled posterior
density operator &̂ (t) = &̂t�rr;u can then be obtained from the relevant uncontrolled
�ltering equation by replacing Lindblad generator � = ��? in (3.23) by time depen-
dent �u (t) = � (u (t)), and so we now have a controlled time dependent nonlinear
�ltering dynamics &̂sr;u = &̂sr (u

s
r) satisfying Belavkin equation of the form, say (3.24)

or (3.25), in which the �uctuating part under the above coherent control assumption
is independent of u (t).

4.1. Dynamical programming of quantum states. In the search for optimal
control inputs, it is desirable to allow the control to be determined in terms of
measurement results on the system, particularly in the quantum setting where
quantum noises introduce an inevitable stochastic nature. A feedback strategy {[0
consists of measurable maps { (t) which give for each 0 � t < T an operator-valued
control law u (t) = {(t;Y t]

e ) as a function of the current and previous commuting
output operators Y t]

e = fY r
e : r 2 (0; t]g. Thus the control law { (t) is realized by

an adapted random vector variable {(t; !t]) on the probability space (
t];At];Pt])
of output measurement results in the value space U of admissible control inputs in
the spectral representation

u (t) =

Z

t]

{(t; !t])E0
�
d!t]

�
� {(t;Y t]

e ):

We denote the space of admissible operator-valued feedback controls on the inter-
val [r; r + s) by Usr (Y e). Note that no measurement results are available initially,
so the initial control u (0) is deterministic and also no controls are applied at the
termination time T . It is too restrictive to consider only continuous sample paths
f{(t; !te) : t > 0g, since for example the Poisson process fY t

Ng certainly does not
have continuous sample paths. Instead we give the following de�nition of an ad-
missible strategy.

De�nition 1. An admissible feedback control strategy {r = f{ (t) : r � t < Tg
determines randomized control laws u (t) = {(t;Y t]

e ) at each time t > 0 which
realize values in U and form càdlàg sample paths f{ (t; !) : t � rg 1. Moreover, an
admissible strategy {ot shall be called optimal if it realizes the in�mum
(4.5) S(r; &) = inf

{r2Kr

Jr(&;{r) = Jr(&;{or)

over the space Kr of admissible feedback control strategies, where Jr(&;{r) is the
expected cost for the control process determined by the feedback strategy {r.

It is a simple exercise to show that under a feedback strategy, the output oper-
ators once again form a QND measurement with respect to the controlled system
operators which justi�es the existence of the conditional expectation

(4.6) �t
�
t�rr;u (�x]

�
=


&̂t�rr;u j�x

�
with respect to the output operators Y t]

e for t > r . It is given by the posterior state
&̂t�rr;u = &̂r;u (t) as solution of Belavkin equation (3.23) which now has dependence on

1Right-continuous paths (limh!0 �t+h(!
t+h) = �t(!

t)) having well de�ned left limits
�t(!

t)� = limh!0 �t�h(!
t�h)
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the chosen control urs inputs through the dynamics 
s
r (u

r
s; �x), and, given an initial

condition &̂r;u (r) = &, it does not really depend on Y r]
e due to Markovianity of the

process &̂tu proved in [3]. The existence of this conditional expectation permits the
following theorem which lies at the heart of quantum feedback control.

Theorem 4. The expectation (4.1) of the operator valued cost (4.2) when a feedback
control strategy {r is in operation can be written as a classical expectation

(4.7) Jr(&;{) =
Z



J!r (&;{)P (d!) � E
[J�r(&;{)]

of the random cost-to-go function

(4.8) J!r (&;{) =
Z T

r

h&̂t�rr;{ (!) j�c({(t; !t])idt+ h&̂T�rr;{ (!) j�si

where &̂t�rr;{ (!) is the solution &̂ (t; !) to the controlled �ltering equation correspond-
ing to the chosen measurement process Y t

e classically represented as !
t
e for the

feedback strategy { with the initial condition &̂ (r) = &.

Proof. Using the existence and state invariance of the conditional expectation and
the classical isomorphism proved in the �rst Section, it is straight forward applica-
tion of the formula (4.6) to �x (t) = �c (u (t)) and �x (T ) = �s in 4.1. We can write the
expected cost as

Jr(&;{r) =

Z T

r



& 
 %rjt�rr;u (�c(u (t)))

�
dt+



& 
 %rjT�rr;u (�s)

�
=

Z T

r



$[r; �

t
r

�
t�rr;u (�c(u (t)))

��
dt+



$[rj�Tr

�
T�rr;u (�s)

��
=

Z T

r

E

�

&̂t�rr;u j�c(u (t))

��
dt+ E


hD
&̂T�rr;u j�s

Ei
:

�

This allows us to treat the quantum control problem as a classical control problem
on the space of quantum states. We de�ne the expected cost-to-go by the classical
expression (4.7) for a truncated admissible strategy {r 2 Kr when starting in
an arbitrary state & at time r where &̂t�rr;{ (!) is evaluated at ! 2 
t] solution
&̂ (t) = �t�rr;{ (&) to the controlled �ltering equation for these initial conditions at
t = r and the initial strategy {r for r < t � T .

Theorem 5. Suppose that S(t; &) is a functional which is continuously di¤erentiable
in t, has continuous Frèchet derivatives of all order with respect to & and satis�es

(4.9) inf
u2U(Y t)

n
h&; �c(u)i+ Et


� d
dt
S(t; &̂)

�o
= 0:

for all 0 < t < T and S(T; &) = h&; �si for all & 2 S. Suppose also that {o is the
strategy built from the control laws attaining these minima within a convex space
U of admissible control values, then S(t; &) is the functional which minimizes (4.7)
and {o is the optimal strategy for the control problem2.

2Additional technical assumptions and mathematical rigour are required to formalise the proof
of this theorem when dealing with unbounded operators which is beyond the scope of this paper.
See recommended texts e.g. [64],[65] for a formal classical treatment.
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Sketch proof. Let fu (t)g, f&̂t0g be any control and state trajectories resulting from
an admissible strategy { on the initial state &, then from (4.9), we have the in-
equality

h&̂t0; �c(u (t))i+ E

� d
dt
S(t; &̂t0)

�
� 0

which we integrate over [0; T ] and take the expectation E
 to obtain due to con-
vexity

E

� Z T

0

h&̂t0; �c(u (t))idt+ S(T; &̂T0 )� S(0; &̂00)
�
� 0

Since we have &̂00 = & initially, we can rearrange and use the terminal condition to
obtain

S(0; &) � E

� Z T

0

h&̂t0; �c(u (t))idt+ h&̂T0 ; �si
�
= J0(&;{):

with equality when { = {o and so the lower bound S(0; &) is attained, proving
optimality of {o. �
A choice of controlled �ltering equation is required to determine the stochastic

trajectories d&̂t0 along which to di¤erentiate candidate solutions. The next two sec-
tions are concerned with the examples of feedback control with respect to QND
measurements of the di¤usive process fY t

W g and the counting process fY t
Ng re-

spectively.

4.2. Quantum state Bellman equations. First let us introduce notations of dif-
ferential calculus on the quantum state space S � b?. Let F = F [�] be a (nonlinear)
functional & 7! F [&] on S, then we say it admits a (Frèchet) derivative if there
exists an b-valued function r&F [�] on b? such that

(4.10) lim
h!0

1

h
fF [�+ h� ]� F [�]g = h� jr&F [�]i = (� ;r&F [�])

for each � = �� 2 b?. In the same spirit, a Hessian r
2& � r& 
r& can be de�ned
as a mapping from the functionals on to the b
2sym-valued functionals, via

lim
h;h0!0

1

hh0
fF [�+ h� + h0� 0]� F [�+ h� ]� F [�+ h0� 0] + F [�]g

= h� 
 � 0jr& 
r&F [�]i :(4.11)

and we say that the functional is twice continuously di¤erentiable wheneverr
2& F [�]
exists and is continuous in the trace norm topology.
With the customary abuses of di¤erential notation, we have for instance

r&f (h&jXi) = f 0 (h&jXi)X
for any di¤erentiable function f of the scalar x = h&jXi.

4.2.1. Di¤usive Bellman equation. We have the Itô rule dY ti dY
t
k = �ikIdt with

i; k 2 Ie = IW for the increments of the di¤usive processes Y ti = �t (W
t
i ) which

have the expectations Et
[dY ti ] = h&j2< (Li)idt, so using the classical Itô formula
for the di¤usive process Y ti we can show

Et
[
d

dt
S(t; &)] =

@

@t
S(t; &) + h&j��(u)[r&S(t; &)]i

+
1

2

X
i2IW

h�i(&)
 �i(&)jr
2& S(t; &)i
(4.12)
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where r&S 2 b denotes Frèchet derivative with respect to & 2 b?, and r
2& S 2
b
�
2 := b�
b denotes Hessian applied to S. Observing @

@tS(t; &) is independent of u
leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Suppose there exists a functional S(t; &) which is continuously di¤er-
entiable in t, has continuous �rst and second order Frèchet derivatives with respect
to & and satis�es the following Bellman equation

� @

@t
S(t; &) = inf

u2U

n
h&j�c(u) + ��(u)[r&S(t; &)]i

o
(4.13)

+
1

2

X
i

h�i(&)
 �i(&)jr
2& S(t; &)i

for all t > 0, & 2 S with the terminal condition S(T; &) = h&; �si. Then the strategy
{o
�
t;Y

t]
W

�
= uo (t; &̂) built from the control laws

(4.14) uo (t; &) = arg inf
u2U

n
h&j�c(u) + ��(u)[r&S(t; &)]i

o
for 0 � t < T is optimal for the feedback control problem based on di¤usive output
measurements.

Note that last line in 4.13 is precisely half of the Laplace operator

4S (&) =
X
i2IW



�i (&)
 �i (&) jr
2& S(t; &)

�
in the quantum state �coordinates� & 2 b? as the su¢ cient coordinates from the
preadjoint space of the algebra b.

4.2.2. Counting Bellman equation. We have the Itô rules dY ti dY
t
k = �ji �

j
kdY

t
j for

the increments of the counting processes Y tj = �
�
N t
j

�
, j 2 Ie : IN which have the

expectations Et
[dY ti ] = h&jLi (t)L�i (t)idt, so using Itô formula for the counting
processes Y ti we we can show

Et

�
d

dt
S (t; &)

�
=
@

@t
S (t; &) +



&j�� (u) [r&S (t; &)]

�
�
X
i2IN

h&jLiL�i i


�i (&)� &jr&S(t; &)

�
+
X
i2IN

h&jLiL�i i
�
S
�
t; �i (&)

�
� S (t; &)

�(4.15)

The last two lines can be written in the Feller form as 1
2�i (&)4

i S (t; &) as in the
di¤usive case in terms of doubled di¤erence combination �i (&) 4i S (t; &) of the
linear combination of di¤erences

S
�
t; �i (&)

�
� S (t; &) ; �i (&) = h&jLiL�i i

and �i (&)


�i (&) jr&S (t; &)

�
in terms of �i (&) = �i (&) � &. The formal Taylor

expansion

4iS (t; &) = 2
1X
n=2

1

n!

D
�i (&)


n jr
n& S (t; &)
E

of each 4iS (t; &) = 2
�
S (� (&))� S (&)�



�i (&) jr&

��
in terms of the higher order

Frèchet derivatives r
n& starts from the Hessian r
2& = r& 
r& , determining the
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Laplace operators
D
�i (&)


2 jr
2&
E
for the di¤usive approximation of this counting

measurement case.
Let us introduce the Pontryagin�s �Hamiltonian�in the �coordinates��q (&) = %� &

and �momenta��p 2 b as the Legendre-Fenchel transform

H (�q; �p) = sup
u2U

fh� (u) [�q] j �pi � L (�q;u)g

of the �Lagrangian�L (�q;u) = h%� �qj�c (u)i, where % = �q�& is any stationary element
% = %� in b? such that � (u) [%] = 0 for any u 2 U (e.g. % = 0). Then one can
write Bellman equation de�ning minimal expected cost-to-go (4.5) as the action
functional in the compact Jacobi-Feller form as follows, similar as it was done for
the di¤usive case.

Corollary 3. Suppose there exists a functional S(t; &) which is continuously dif-
ferentiable in t, has continuous �rst order Frèchet derivatives with respect to & and
satis�es the following Bellman-Jacobi-Feller equation

� @

@t
S(t; &) + H (�q (&) ;r&S(t; &))(4.16)

=
1

2

X
i2IN

h& j LiL�i i 4i S (t; &)(4.17)

for all t > 0, & 2 b? with the terminal condition S(T; &) = h&; �si. Then the strategy
{o
�
t;Y

t]
N

�
= uo (t; &̂) built from the control laws

(4.18) uo (t; &) = arg inf
u2U

n
h&j�c(u) + ��(u)[r&S(t; &)]i

o
is optimal for the feedback control problem based on counting output measurements.

Thus we have shown that without loss in optimality, one can reformulate the
unobservable quantum feedback control problem into a feedback problem based on
indirect QND measurements with feedback of the controlled conditional density
matrix. However, the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation resulting
from the minimization rarely has a regular solution S(t; &) from which to construct
the optimal feedback laws. We now study a speci�c quantum �ltering and feedback
case where such a control solution can be explicitly found, which is familiar as the
only such example in the classical case.

5. Application to a Linear Quantum Dynamical System

Let �x� = (�x1; : : : ; �xm) be the row-vector of self-adjoint operators �xj = �x�j ,
j = 1; :::;m and J = (Jik) be an anti-symmetric real valued matrix de�ning the
canonical commutation relations (CCRs)

(5.1) [�xi; �xk] := �xi�xk � �xi�xi = i~Jik�1;

written in the matrix form as [�x|� ; �x�] = i~J�1 where �1 is the identity operator
on h. Usually this is the standard symplectic matrix J| = �J = J�1, but we
may not assume that J is standard or non-degenerate in order to include also the
commuting random variables �x� = (�x1; : : : ; �xm) as a special (classical) case. It is
worth remarking at this point that the noncommuting operators �xj are secondary
commuting (in the sense of commutativity with all the commutants (5.1)), and
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therefore they must be unbounded in the Hilbert space h, a¢ liated to the the
generated algebra b.
We couple the open quantum system to de = jIej estimation (side) channels

with linear combinations Li =
P
j �ij �xj indexed by a subset Ie � f1; : : : ; dg,

given by a complex-valued de � m matrix �e = (�ij) with �ij = 0 for i =2 Ie.
In the i-th estimation channel, we perform a measurement of the output Y ti =
�1

�
2<
�
A�i (t)

��
de�ned by �tjAt0 = �1jAt0 where 2<

�
A�i
�
= A+i + Ai�, i 2 Ie

and the output transformations is given by a quantum stochastic evolution �t on
the algebra b 
 A0 generated by the canonical independent variables �x� and A+� .
The system is also coupled to df = jIf j feedback (input) channels by the operators
Ki = L�i as linear combinations of (�xj), given by the row Lf = �x��

|
f of operators

Li, i 2 If for a complex-valued df �m matrix �f = (�ij) with �ij = 0 for i =2 If ,
and we apply input controls with real-valued components ui (t) 2 R in the row
u = (ui)i2If via the i-th feedback channel at time t. Both matrices �e, �f may

depend on t, but they are always orthogonal such that �y� = �ye�e+�
y
f�f , where

� = �e +�f and �y is transposed to complex conjugated matrix �� =
�
�ij
�
.

Let the free dynamics of the quantum system be described by a quadratic Hamil-
tonianH0 =

1
2 �x�M

�1�x|� for a symmetric realm�mmatrixM�1. We now introduce
a coherent control source separating the controls u (t)Bfdt in coherent superpo-
sition with the noise ~= (dA+� )Bf in control channel, where 2i=

�
A+i
�
= A+i �Ai�,

coming from the feedback channel with Bf = 2Re�f , so that the Hamiltonian in
(4.4) is modelled by

(5.2) H2u (t) =
1

2
�x�M

�1�x|� + u (t)Bf �x
|
� :

Using CCR�s (5.1) and assuming that the QS dynamics is purely di¤usive (no
scattering, Sik = �1�

i
k in (3.13)), we can easily evaluate Lindblad generator ��u (�xi)

for controlled CP hemigroup dynamics �� ru (t; �x) = �� rt�r (u; �x) arising from time
dependent quadratic Hamiltonian (5.2). Substituting �xj into the decomposed gen-
erator (4.4) with linear Li in �xj and zero jump part, ���� (�x) = 0, we obtain ��u (�xi)
as linear transformation of �x� = (�xi) written in vector form as

��u (t; �x
|
�) = J(M

�1 + ~ Im
�
�y�

�
)�x|� �Cfu| (t)

where C|f = BfJ. From this, we obtain the quantum Langevin equation for
X� (t) = �t (�x� 
 I) in the linear form

(5.3) dX� (t) +
�
X� (t)A

| + u (t)C|f

�
dt = dU t�

derived in [28], where A| := (~ Im(�|��) +M�1)J with quantum noise

(5.4) U t� := 2~=
�
A+� (t)�

�
J = V t� +W

t
�;

for � = �e+�f . Here V t� = V t�C
| is total Langevin force andW t

� =W t
�F

|
e is total

Wiener noise given by left action of matrices

(5.5) C| = 2Re�J; F| = ~ Im�J;

on rows V t� = 2=
�
A+1 ; : : : A

+
d

�
(t),W t

� = 2<
�
A+1 ; : : : A

+
d

�
(t) of all quantum Langevin

forces and all conjugate Wiener noises respectively, coming both from the estima-
tion and feedback channels.
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5.1. Quantum �ltering of linear, Gaussian dynamics. The linear output
equation for the row Y t

e = (Y ti )i2Ie of observable processes in estimation chan-
nel satis�es

(5.6) dY t
e = X� (t)B

|
edt+ dW

t
e

where Be = 2Re�e. The quantum measurement noise is given by the row W e =
(Wi)i2Ie having Gaussian independent increments on each measurement channel
with zero mean and standard variance given by de � de identity matrix Ie. Con-
sidered alone, this noise represents the standard de-dimensional classical Wiener
process which we measure in the �eld after interaction with the quantum object by
the output isomorphic transformation Y t

e = 2<�1
�
A+
e (t)

�
for A+

e =
�
A+i
�
i2Id

.
However, it does not commute with the quantum Langevin force V t� as

(5.7) [V r|� ;W s
e] = (r ^ s) i~CeI;

due to the noncommutativity with V t
e = (V

t
i )i2Ie and commutativity with V

t
f =

~=
h
A+
f (t)

i
, resulting form independence of A+

f =
�
A+i
�
i2If

. The fundamental

CCR (5.7), de�ned by nonzero (if J 6= 0) matrix C|e = BeJ, was �rst derived in
a complex form in [18],[44], and in even more general in�nite dimensional setting
in [28]. It expresses the Heisenberg error-perturbation uncertainty principle in a
precise form

(5.8) dV |� dV� �
~2

4
CeC

|
edt; dW edW

|
e = Iedt

derived by Belavkin in [44],[28] as necessary and su¢ cient condition for nonde-
molition causality of the observable past Y t]

e = fY r
e : r � tg and quantum future

described by fX� (s) : s � tg.
Usually in classical �ltering theory the process U t� and measurement noises W

t
e

are considered to be independent, although in the quantum setting the Heisenberg
principle, implying the dependence of U t� = V t� + W t

� and W
t
e, may result in a

nonzero covariance matrix Fe = ~J Im
�
�ye
�
describing the real part of quantum

Itô table

(5.9) dU|� dW e =

�
Fe +

i~
2
Ce

�
dt

as the sum of dV |� dW e =
i~
2 Cedt and dW

|
� dW e = Fedt. Note that although each

component Ui = U�i of the row U� = (U1; : : : ; Um) for vector quantum noise (5.4)
having the independent increments can also be realized as a classical Wiener process,
these components mutually do not commute, having complex multiplication table
dU|� dU� = ~2�y�dt with imaginary part de�ning the commutation relations

[Ur�
|; Us� ] = (r ^ s) 2i~2J| Im

�
�y�

�
J:

The symmetrized multiplication < [dU|� dU�] = ~2Re
�
�y�

�
dt results in the sym-

metric covariance

Re hV r|� V s� i = (r ^ s) ~2J|Re
�
�y�

�
J|

de�ned by �y� = �ye�e+�
y
f�f . It can be parametrized as F

|
eFe+G with positive

matrix

(5.10) G =
~2

4
CeC

|
e + ~2J|Re

�
�yf�f

�
J
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implying the error-perturbation uncertainty relation

< [dU|� dU�] �
�
F|eFe + (~=2)

2
CeC

|
e

�
dt

in terms of the total perturbative noise (5.4) in the Langevin equation (5.3) with
respect to the standard normalized error noise in estimation channel (5.6).
Let us denote the initial mean h�x�i of the phase space operator vector by the

component wise expectation x� = h&; �x�i and covariance matrix
� := (Reh&; �xi�xki � x|i xk)

where Reh&; �xi�xki = 1
2 h&; �xi�xk + �xk�xii, which is symmetric positive de�nite matrix

� = (�ik) satisfying the Heisenberg uncertainty inequality

(5.11) � � � i~
2
J

As it was shown by Belavkin in [5],[66], and even in in�nite dimensions in [28],
the �ltering equation (3.24) preserves the Gaussian nature of the posterior state
[28], so the posterior mean x̂t� = h&̂t0; �x�i and the matrix � (t) of symmetric error
covariances as real part of

h&̂t0;
�
�xi � x̂ti

� �
�xk � x̂tk

�
i = h&̂t0; �xi�xki � x̂tix̂tk

form a set of su¢ cient coordinates for the quantum LQG system which agree with
the initial mean and covariance for &̂ (0) = &. Applying (3.24) to the �rst and second
symmetrized moments of �x� , i.e., rigorously speaking, to the spectral projectors of
these unbounded operators a¢ liated to b = B (h), provides posterior expectations of
these su¢ cient coordinates for di¤usive non-demolition measurement of the output
operators Y t

e. These can be found as solutions to Belavkin�s Kalman �lter equation
[44],[28] written in vector form as

(5.12) dx̂t� + (x̂
t
�A

| + u (t)C|f )dt = dŴ
t

eK
|(t)

with initial condition x̂0� = x� for the posterior mean,

(5.13) K(t) = �(t)B|e + Fe; dŴ
t

e = dY
t
e � x̂t�B|edt

and for the symmetric error covariance we have

d

dt
� = G��A|

e �Ae���B|eBe�;(5.14)

Ae = A+ FeBe; �(0) = �:(5.15)

5.2. Quantum LQG control and microduality. We aim to control an output
quantum stochastic linear evolution Z (t) = �t0 (�z 
 I) of a df -dimensional linear
combination �z = �x�E

|
f , where Ef is a real,in general time dependent df�m matrix,

represented in the Heisenberg picture as a row (Zi)i2If = X�E
|
f of Zi (t) = �t (�zi) by

forcing Z (t) to follow the classical input trajectory of the feedback controlling force
u (t) whilst constraining for energy considerations a positive quadratic functional
of phase space operators X� (t) = �t (�x� 
 I). Thus, our control objectives and
restraints can be described by the general quadratic operator valued risk (4.1) in
the canonical form

(5.16) �c(u) = (u� �z) (u� �z)| + �x�H�x|�
and �s = �x�
�x

|
� for positive real symmetric m�m matrices 
;H.
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Since x̂� and � are generators for the full probability distribution given by the
Gaussian posterior state &̂, they form a set of su¢ cient coordinates, so we may
consider derivations of S(t; &) as partial derivative of S(t; x�;�)

h�&;r&S(t; &)i

+
1

2
h�& 
 �&;r
2& S(t; &)i

=
dx�@

|
�S(t; x�;�) +

�
d�; @��S(t; x�;�)

�
+
1

2

�
dx|�dx�; @

|
�@�S(t; x�;�)

�
:

We use the notation
�
�; �
�
to denote the matrix trace inner product

�
D;F

�
=

Tr[D|F] on the vector space of matrix con�gurations for the multi-dimensional
system. This gives the directional derivatives along dxj and d�ik as functionals of
the column @|�S of partial derivatives @iS = @S=@xi and the matrices

@��S =

�
@

@�ik
S

�
; @|�@�S =

�
@

@xi

@

@xk
S

�
which are evaluated at (x̂�;� (t)).
Inserting this parametrization into the Bellman equation (4.13) and minimizing

gives the optimal control strategy

(5.17) u (t) =
1

2
@�S

�
t; x̂t�;�

�
C+ x̂t�E

|
f

where S(t; x�;�) at x� = x̂t�;� = � (t) now satis�es the non-linear partial di¤er-
ential equation

(5.18)

� @
@tS(t; x�;�) =

1
2 (x�A

|@|�S+ @�SAx
|
�) + x�Hx

|
�

+(G�A�+�A|; @��S) + (�;H)
�( 12@�SC+ x�E

|
f )(

1
2@�SC+ x�E

|
f )
|

+
�
(�B| + Fe)(�B

| + Fe)|;
1
2@

|
�@�S� @��S

�
which is the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for this example.
It is well known from classical control theory that LQG control has a minimum

cost-to-go which is quadratic in the state, so we try the candidate solution

S(t; x�;�) = x�
(t)x
|
� +

�

(t);�

�
+ �(t)

in the HJB equation (5.18). This separates the HJB equation into a set of coupled
ordinary di¤erential equations and gives the optimal feedback control strategy

(5.19) u (t) = x̂� (t)L
|(t); L|(t) = 
(t)Cf +E

|
f

which is linear in the solution to the �ltering equation x̂t� at time t where 
(t)
satis�es the matrix Riccati equation

� d
dt

 = H�
Af �A|

f
�
CfC
|
f
(5.20)

Af = A+CfEf ; 
(T ) = 


and �(t) satis�es

� d
dt
�(t) =

�
(
(t)Cf +E

|
f )(
(t)Cf +E

|
f )
|;�(t)

�
+ (
(t);G)(5.21)

�(T ) = 0:
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From this we obtain the total minimal cost for the control experiment

S(0; x�;�) = x�
0x
|
� +Tr[
0�] +

Z T

0

Tr[
(t)G]dt(5.22)

+

Z T

0

Tr[(
(t)Cf+E
|
f )
|�(t)(
(t)Cf+E

|
f )]dt

where 
0 is the solution to (5.20) at time t = 0.
The equations (5.13)-(5.14) and (5.19)-(5.20) demonstrate the intrinsic duality

between optimal quantum linear �ltering and optimal classical linear control, which
we call microduality. To make this duality more transparent let us introduce real
matrices E and F de�ning the matrices Fe and Ef in (5.5) and (5.16) by EJ = F|e
and EfJ = F| in the similar to BJ = C|e and BfJ = C

| in terms of the estimation
and feedback channel matrices B = Be and C = Cf . Then the microduality is
summarized in the table

(5.23)
Filt AJ BJ EJ K (T � t) G (T � t) � (T � t)
Con JA| C| F| JL| (t) JH (t)J| J
 (t)J|

in which the duality notations are made in �ltering-control alphabetical order
(B;C), (E;F), (G;H) and (K;L) and the matrices A B;E should be also taken
at t| = T � t if they depend on t for the duality with A|;C|;F| evaluated at
t. This duality allows us to formulate and solve the dual classical control problem
given the solution to quantum �ltering problem with dual parameters. The duality
can be understood when we examine the nature of each of the methods used. Both
methods involve the minimization of a quadratic function for linear, Gaussian sys-
tems, (i.e. the least squares error for �ltering and the quadratic cost for control).
The time reversal in the dual picture is explained by the interchange of the input
(feedback) and the output (estimation) channels together with the linear canonical
transformation given by the symplectic matrix J. Note that E = ~ Im�e, and G
must be positive de�nite satisfying the relation (5.10) due to Heisenberg uncertainty
relation corresponding to the error-perturbation CCR�s [dW |

e ;dU e] = i~FeC|edt
in the Itô multiplication table (??). In order to complete this �ltering-control mi-
croduality we may set F| = ~ Im�fJ to have the relation between E and F similar
to the duality of B = 2Re�e and C| = 2Re��fJ, and also assume that matrix H
is also positive, satisfying

(5.24) H = (~=2)2B|fBf + ~
2Re

�
�ye�e

�
;

where Bf = 2 Im�f . Note that although the condition (5.24) is not a requirement
in this classical-quantum setting, in which only positivity of the combination H+
E|fEf su¢ ces, this relation may be required for the fully quantum setting when the
both the input u and the output Y e are allowed to be noncommutative, which will
be studied and published elswhere.

6. Discussion

The Bellman equations for quantum systems having separate di¤usive and count-
ing measurement schemes have been derived in continuous time under a general
setup. This presents original derivations of the results stated in [5] (a derivation
of the di¤usive case has also appeared in [43]) and allows us to reformulate the
optimal control problem for a fundamentally unobservable quantum system into a
classical control problem on the Banach space of observable �ltered states.
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The multi-dimensional quantum LQG problem which �nishes the paper demon-
strates the �rst application of the general quantum Bellman equation from which
one can obtain the special cases of the Gaussian quantum oscillator [6] and quan-
tum free particle [67, 25]. Note that the fundamental di¤erence between this ex-
ample and the corresponding well studied classical case is in the observability of
the system. The quantum noises introduced act only to account for the quantum
backaction due to the incompatibility of quantum events. No further restrictions
on the observability or additional classical noise are introduced. As such, the cor-
responding classical problem (when ~ ! 0) admits direct observations of x̂t� = �xt�
for a deterministic classical system and has an optimal direct feedback strategy
u (t) = x̂t�L (t) and minimal cost S(0; x�) = x�
0x

|
� . Also this example clearly

demonstrates the micro duality between quantum linear �ltering and classical feed-
back control as a more elaborated duality involving also the linear symplectic
transformation J.
During the publication of this paper, there have appeared a number of recent

works on quantum �ltering and feedback control by Bouten et al. [68, 69, 70]
to which we refer the interested reader for a more detailed introduction to these
subjects.

7. Appendix

7.1. A. Some de�nitions and facts on W*-algebras.

(1) A complex Banach algebra A with involution a 7! a� such that ka�ak =
kak2 is called C*-algebra, and W*-algebra if it is dual to a linear subspace
L � A? (called preadjoint of A = L? if it is closed, denoted as L = A?).
They all can be realized as operator algebras on a complex Hilbert space
H, and an operator W*-algebra is called von Neumann algebra if its unit
is the identity operator I in H. The simplest example of W*-algebra is the
von Neumann algebra B (H) of all bounded operators acting in a complex
Hilbert space H. A von Neumann algebra A is called semisimple if H has
an orthogonal decomposition into invariant subspaces Hi in which A is
B (Hi). Let fQig (or fAig) be a family of self-adjoint operators (operator
algebras Ai) acting in H, e.g. orthoprojectors Q2i = Qi = Q�i . The W*-
algebra generated by this family is de�ned as the smallest weakly closed self-
adjoint sub-algebra A � B (H) containing these operators, or the spectral
projectors of these operators if Qi are unbounded in H (or the algebras Ai,
A = _Ai). It is not necessarily semisimple but in the case I 2 A it consists
of all bounded operators that commute with the bounded commutant B =
fB 2 B (H) : BQi = QiB 8ig � fQig0 (or with B = \A0i), i.e., it is the
second commutant A = fQig00 of the family fQig. The latter can be taken
as the de�nition of the von Neumann algebra generated by the family fQig.
Note that the commutant B is a von Neumann algebra such that B = A0,
called the commutant algebra of A. [71].

(2) A (normal) state on a von Neumann algebra A is de�ned as a linear ultra-
weakly continuous functional A ! C, satisfying the positivity and normal-
ization conditions

(7.1) (%;Q) � 0; 8Q = 0, (%; I) = 1
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[Q = 0 signi�es the nonnegative de�niteness h jQ i = 0 8 2 H called
Hermitian positivity of Q]. The linear span of all normal states is isometric
with the preadjoint space A?. The latter is usually described as the space of
density operators & uniquely de�ned as (generalized, or a¢ liated) elements
of the algebra A with respect to a standard pairing (%�; Q) := h%jQi �
%? (Q) of A? and A given by the mass � (%) = h%jIi on the positive % such
that %� = % � 0 is state density i¤ h%jIi = 1. A state % is called vector state
if (%;Q) = h jQ i �



% jQ

�
(denoted % = % ) for some  2 H, and pure

state if it is an extreme point of the convex set S (A) of all normal states on
A. Every normal state is in the closed convex hull of vector states % with
k k = 1 but there might be no pure state in S (A). If algebra A is semi�nite
(there exists a faithful normal semi-�nite trace Q 7! trQ, then the states
on A can be described by unit trace operators % 2 A (or % ` A if the are
only a¢ liated to A), by means of the tracial pairing h%jQi = tr [%�Q]. In
the simple case A = B (H) the density operator % is any nuclear positive
operator normalized with respect to the usual trace [71].

(3) Let A, B be von Neumann algebras in respective Hilbert spaces H0 and
H1, and let � : B ! A be a linear map that transforms the operators
B 2 B into operators A 2 A (called sometimes superoperator). The map �
is called a transfer map if it is ultraweakly continuous, completely positive
(CP) in the sense

(7.2)
1X

i;k=1

h ij� (B�iBk) ki = 0, 8Bj ;  j

(i = 1; : : : ; de < 1), and unity-preserving: � (I1) = I0 (or � (I1) � I0).
The CP condition is obviously satis�ed if � is normal homomorphism (or
W*-representation) � : B ! A, which is de�ned by the additional multi-
plicativity property � (B�B) = � (B)

�
� (B). A composition (%0;� (B)) =

h%0j� (B)i with any state %0 = %�0 is a state %1 on B described by the adjoint
action of the superoperator � on %0:

h%0j� (B)i = h�? (%0) jBi ;8B 2 B; %0 2 A?:
A transfer map � is called spatial if

(7.3) � (B) = FBF � or �? (%0) = F?%0F
�
? ;

where F is a linear coisometric operator H1 ! H0, FF � = I0 (or FI1F � �
I0) called the propagator and F? = F ] is de�ned as left adjoint



F ]%jQ

�
=

h%jFQi with respect to the standard pairings (which is usual adjoint, F ] =
F �, in the case of tracial pairing h%jQi = tr [%�Q]). Every transfer map is
in the closed convex hull of spatial transfer maps, but there might be no
extreme point in this hull.

(4) Let V be a measurable space, and B its Borel �-algebra. A mapping � :
dv 2 B 7! �(dv) with values �(dv) in ultraweakly continuous, completely
positive superoperators B ! A is called a transfer measure if for any ' 2
A?, B 2 B the C-valued function


�(dv)
?
%jB

�
= h%j�(dv)Bi

of the set dv � V is a countably additive measure normalized to unity
for B = I. In other words, �(dv) is a CP map valued measure that is
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�-additive in the weak (strong) operator sense and for dv = V is equal
to some transfer-map �. In particular, �(dv;B) = M (dv) � (B) with
M (dv) = � (dv; I) is transfer map i¤ [M (dv) ;� (B)] = 0 for all dv 2 B
and B 2 B as it is the case of the nondemolition measurements given by
representations M = E of B in A and � = � in E (B)0 \A. The quantum
state transformations % 7! �? (�; %) corresponding to the results v 2 � of
an ideal measurement are described by transfer-operator measures of the
form

(7.4) �(�; B) =

Z
�

F (v)BF (v)
�
dv;

where F (v) denote linear operators H1 ! H0, the integral with respect to
a positive Borel measure � on V is interpreted in strong operator topology,
and

R
F (v)F (v)

�
dv = I0. Every transfer-operator � : B ! A can be

represented by the integral (7.4) on � = V of an ideal measurement �(dv)
as the compression

(7.5) �(�; B) = FE (�)� (B)F �

of the nondemolition measurement E (�)� (B) = 1̂� 
B on the extended
Hilbert space H =

R �
V F (v)

�H0dv with the isometric embedding F � 0 =R �
V F (v)

�
 0� (dv) of  0 2 H0 into H adjoint to the coisometry F =R

V F (�) (�)� (dv) of  2 H into H0.

7.2. B. Notations of quantum stochastic calculus.
(1) Guichardet Fock space Fst = � (Est ) over the space Est = L2(Ist ) of square

integrable complex functions � (r) on the interval Ist = [t; t + s) is built as
the Hilbert sum �1n=0En of the spaces En = L2(�n) of square integrable
functions �n : � 2 �n 7! C of �nite chains � = ft1 < : : : < tng � Ist
for all n = 0; 1; : : : where �0 (;) = c is a constant corresponding to only
one �empty chain �0 = ; of �0, with c = 1 for the vacuum vector state
�n = �n0 . It is L

2 (� (Ist )), where � (I
s
t ) is disjoint union

P1
n=0 �n (I

s
t ) of the

n-simplices �n (Ist ). The integration on � is assumed over the Lebesgues
sum d� =

P
d�n of measures d�n = dt1 : : :dtn on the simplices �n of

chains �n : j�nj = n with the only atom d�0 = 1 at �0 = f;g such that
1X
n=0

Z
�n

�
n (�n)2 d�n = exp �Z 1

0

k� (t)k2 dt
�

for the exponential vector-functions �
n (�n) = � (t1) : : : � (tn) given by a
single-point function � 2 E . It is isomorphic to both usual Fock spaces
�1n=0E�n of symmetric and antisymmetric functions �n (r1; : : : ; rn) extend-
ing � (�n) on (Ist )

n with respect to the measure (n!)�1 dr1 � � �drn. Fock
space is in�nitely divisible in the multiplicative sense Fr+st�r � Frt�r
Fst for
any r; s > 0, which is a re�ection of the additive divisibility Er+st�r � Ert�r�Est
of L2

�
Ir+st�r

�
. The generalization to the multiple Fock-Guichardet case over

the space Est = L2 (Ist ! k) of vector-valued functions � (t) in a Hilbert space
k (= Cd, say) is straight forward and can be found in [54],[24]. All prop-
erties remain the same, and the only di¤erence is that F t0 is not L2-space
of scalar-valued functions � on � but is Hilbert integral

R �
�2�(Ist )

K (�) d�
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of K (�) � k
j� j 
 L2 (Ist ), the spaces of square integrable tensor-valued
functions � : �n ! k
n.

(2) Four basic integrators A+�, A
�
�, A

+
� and A

�
� of the universal quantum sto-

chastic (QS) calculus [54],[24] are operator-valued measures A�� (I) of preser-
vation, annihilation, creation and exchange respectively, de�ning the basic
QS integrals of the total QS integral as sum-integral

(7.6) it0 (K) =
X

�=�;�;�=�;+

Z t

0

K�
� (r)A

�
� (dr)

of four basic integrantsK�
+ ,K

�
� ,K

�
+ andK

�
� as measurable operator-valued

functions K�
� (r) in F by the following explicit formulas:h
it0 (K)

+
�

i
� (�) =

Z t

0

[K (r)�] (�) dr;(7.7)

�
it0 (K)

�
�
�
� (�) =

Z t

0

[K (r)�� (r)] (�) dr;(7.8) h
it0 (K)

+
� �
i
(�) =

X
r2�t0

[K (r)�] (�nr) ;(7.9)

�
it0 (K)

�
�
�
� (�) =

X
r2�t0

[K (r)�� (r)] (�nr) :(7.10)

Here [�� (r)] (�) = � (r t �), where rt� is union of disjoint � 2 � and r =2 � ,
�nr is di¤erence of � and a singleton r � frg � � and � t0 = � \ It0. The
functions K�

� (r) should be L
p-integrable in a uniform operator topology

[54],[24], with p = 2= (� � �) where � = �1, � = 0, + = 1. Note that
these de�nitions do not assume adaptedness of integrants as they generalize
Hitsuda-Skorochod extended stochastic integral. The multiple version of
this explicit QS-integration is straight forward and can be found also in
[54],[24], and the adapted version based on coherent vectors is in [50].

(3) Itô rule (3.9) for QS integrals M (t) = M (0)+ it0 (K) with adapted four-
integrantK (t) = (K�

� ) (t) is based on the noncommutative Itô table (3.10)
which uses ?-matrix algebra of the canonical triangular representation

(7.11) K =

24 0 K�
� K�

+

0 K�
� K�

+

0 0 0

35 ; K? =

24 0 R�� R�+
0 R�� R�+
0 0 0

35 ;
where R��� = K��

��, for any noncommutative Itô algebra [54],[24]. It was
derived in [48] for simple bounded integrants, and therefore can not be
rigorously applied for multiple integration of quantum stochastic equations
except the special unitary case. In the general form presented here QS
Itô formula was proved for unbounded integrants in [53] where it was also
extended to nonadapted integrants, and the functional noncommutative Itô
formula was also obtained in the pseudo-Poisson form as

(7.12) df (M (t)) = (f (M (t+))� f (M (t))
 I)�� A
�
� (dt) ;

whereM (t+) =M (t)
I+K (t) is QS germ [72] of the QS integralM (t)
which is de�ned by its four QS-derivativesK�

� (t) and unite matrix I = (�
�
� ),

and the summation convention over �; � = �; �;+ is applied. Using this
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formula the HP di¤erential conditions (3.12) of QS unitarity of QS interac-
tion evolution Ut were obtained as pseudo-unitarity condition in terms of
germ U t+ = Ut 
 S, and also QS di¤erential conditions of complete posi-
tivity, contractivity and projectivity were found in [72],[58] respectively as
its pseudo complete positivity, pseudo contractivity and pseudoprojectivity
of the corresponding QS germsM (t+).

(4) Using quantum Itô formula the general QS evolution equation for a quan-
tum stochastic density operator %̂ (t) was obtained in the form of quantum
stochastic Master equation [59],[60]

(7.13) d%̂ (t) = (G�� %̂ (t)G
?�
� � %̂ (t) ���) dA�� ; %̂ (0) = %

HereG = I+L is the germ of QS evolution equation dVt = VtL
�
�dA

�
� which

is not assumed to be pseudo-unitary. In the case of normalization condition
S�� S

?�
+ = O in terms of left adjoint operators S��� = G�]�� with respect to a

standard pairing hb?jbi, this equation is called QS decoherence, or entan-
gling equation for quantum states satisfying normalization h(%̂ (t) ; I)i; =�
%; �1
�
with respect to the pairing (%̂�; A); = h%̂�;jA�;i � h%̂jAi; on the

noise algebra A given by the vacuum vector �; = 0
. This is the most
general QS equation preserving complete positivity and normalization in
this mean form. Denoting K�

� = �G�� � K� such that G?�+ = �K�
� , this

can be written [59],[58] as

d%̂ (t) + 2<
�
K�%̂ (t) dA

�
�
�
=

0@X
j

Gj�%̂ (t)G
j�
� � %̂ (t) ���

1AdA�� :
More explicitly this Belavkin equation can be written in terms of K = K+;

Li+ = Gi+ � Li such that Gj�+ = Lj� as

d%̂ (t) +

0@2< [K%̂ (t)]�X
j

Lj %̂ (t)Lj�

1Adt
=

X
k

2<

240@X
j

Gjk%̂ (t)L
j� �Kk%̂ (t)

1AdAk�
35

+
X
ik

0@X
j

Gjk%̂ (t)G
j�
i � %̂ (t) �

i
k

1AdAki :
The weak normalization condition can be written as L + L� +

P
i LiL

�
i =

0 in terms of left adjoint L;Li to �K;Li such that K = �L]; Li = L]i
(K = �L�; Li = L�i in the case of trace pairing) for any number of i�s,
and arbitrary Ki, Gik, i; k = 1; : : : ; d. This is QS generalization of Lindblad
equation [57] given by the generator (3.16) corresponding to the case d = 0.
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